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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Sequential Medical Trials 
Armitage (3) writes, 
A striking aspect of post-war research in clinical 
and pr^ iventive medicine is the extent to which new drugs 
and vaccines have been tested by controlled trials. 
The esseiitial feature of these trials has been the 
random allocation of subjects to groups receiving dif­
ferent treatments, a principle of experimentation due 
to Sir Ronald Fisher and now regarded as fundamental 
in many fields of scientific research..,.The statistical 
methods for testing the significance of observed dif­
ferences between groups, normally applied at the end of 
such a trial, assume that the number of subjects 
included was determined either before the start of the 
trial, or at least by some circumstance independent of 
the results themselves.... If a trial is brought to a 
close at a certain point because, at that point, the 
results for the different treatments are either suffi­
ciently alike or sufficiently distinct, then the tradi­
tional tests of significance are, strictly speaking, 
inapplicable. In prophylactic and therapeutic trials, 
however, there are strong ethical reasons why the 
results should, whenever possible, be subject to 
continuous analysis as they become available; it is 
clearly desirable that a trial should be discontinued 
as soon as it can safely be concluded that one treatment 
is more effective than another. Furthermore, quite 
apart from ethical considerations, this 'sequential' 
method of experimentation can be defended on grounds 
of economy, since it leads to a reduction in the average 
number of subjects required, 
BrOSS (8) suggests another reason why sequential 
techniques may be particularly appropriate in clinical 
medical experimentation. A disease to be studied may be 
relatively rare so that in order to acquire a reasonable 
series of patients it may be necessary to continue the 
study over months or even years. Sequential techniques are 
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particularly pertinent in such situations where observations 
are gathered overtime with plenty of time for examination 
of results. 
Let us now turn to the general problem of design in 
sequential comparative trials. Armitage (2, pp. ^ ,5) makes 
a broad distinction between two types of designs — those in 
which treatment comparisons are made between subjects, 
because each subject is given only one of the alternative 
treatments, and those in which comparisons are made within 
subjects due to the fact that each subject is given more than 
one treatment. He further points out that in the former kind 
of design (involving between-subject comparisons), some 
increase in precision may result by grouping together subjects 
whose responses might be similar — say for reasons of age, 
sex, or severity of the disease — a technique which we shall 
call "stratification." Comparisons are then made between 
subjects within a particular grouping or stratum. 
This idea may be carried further. Suppose a useful 
measured concomitant observation can be made prior to admin­
istering a treatment. By a useful measured concomitant obser­
vation we mean a quantitative observation which is reasonably 
predictive of the subject's behavior in absence of treatment. 
For example, it may be an observation of some characteristic 
such as pre-treatment blood pressure in a study to ascertain 
a treatment's ability to alleviate hypertension, so long as 
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these observations and the responses to treatment are highly 
correlated. Although stratification could be imposed on the 
concomitant observations, one might expect increased precision 
by direct sequential utilization of these observations as in 
the fixed sample analogue, the analysis of covariance. This 
is suggested because with stratification one must make the 
implicit-assumption that all concomitant observations within 
a stratum are.identical. This assumption could be made more 
tenable by further refinement of the stratification; however 
this would pose an additional problem in sequential analysis. 
Most available methods are conveniently performed on pairs of 
observations5 each member of each pair being randomly allo­
cated to one of the two treatments. Hence excessive refine­
ment of the stratification may result in wastage since at 
any particular stage of investigation an appreciable number 
of patients may be unpaired because they have all fallen into 
different strata. This consequence can be of great impor­
tance if one is studying a relatively rare disease so that 
patients are entering a study over a long period of time, 
especially if there is a gradual trend in response throughout 
a trial, affecting both treatment groups equally. Armitage 
(2, p. 6) suggests that such a trend could occur for environ­
mental reasons or because either the standard of assessment 
of response or the nature of the disease in different 
patients is gradually changing. The difference between two 
observations due to the trend effect is of course minimized 
when the observations are successive ones. Therefore, the 
pairing of successive entrants, as would obtain with direct 
utilization of concomitant information, should diminish the 
trend effect whatever its cause. But with stratification, 
where the basis for stratification is something other than 
time of arrival, pairing must be within strata so that the 
members of any particular pair are unlikely to be successive 
entrants. Indeed they may enter the study at widely 
differing points in time. 
The problem of stratification requires further discus­
sion. In the framework from which the preceding remarks 
arose, direct utilization of concomitant information when a 
useful "'covariate is available was proposed as an alternative 
to using this covariate as a basis for stratification. 
Pairing of observations is common to both approaches, but 
in the covariance approach successive entrants into the trial 
are paired; with stratification, successive entrants into a 
stratum are paired. But it is noted that direct utilization 
of concomitant information is possible in conjunction with 
stratification, A qualitative factor which is a basis for 
stratification may be present in addition to a useful covari­
ate. In this case, the covariance technique would be used 
within the strata, i.e. successive entrants into a stratum 
would be paired. But if stratification is imposed on the 
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covariate as well as on the qualitative factor, two dimen­
sional stratification is involved and the pairing is of 
successive entrants into the intersection of a stratum with 
the covariate as its basis and a stratum with the- qualitative 
factor as its basis. 
Another point should be raised in passing. One possible 
basis for stratification might be time of entry, i.e. the 
first say 2k entrants might be taken as the first stratum, 
the next 2k patients as the second stratum, etc. Then 
successive entrants into a stratum, which are also successive 
entrants into the trial in this situation, could be paired 
(or the pairing could be done at random within each stratum) 
with the underlying rationale that "neighbors" are likely to 
be similar. And it is possible that a useful covariate is 
present which is in some way related to time of entry so that 
the responses of "neighbors" are likely to be correlated. In 
the statement of the problem given in the follo-wing section 
we shall not consider this situation but rather that in which 
the covariate is not related to time of entry and in which 
patients enter the trial in a random manner so that the 
responses of successive entrants are uncorrelated, 
« 
B. Statement of the Problem 
In this thesis we shall consider the problem of utilizing 
measured concomitant information in sequential procedures for 
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the comparison of two treatments. The treatments may.be two 
drugs, two diets, two operative techniques, etc., perhaps 
with treatment 1 being a "new" treatment and treatment 2 
being a "standard" or "control" treatment. It is assumed 
that subjects enter the trial at random and that successive 
' subjects are paired. One member of each pair is allocated at 
# 
random to treatment 1 or 2, the other member being assigned 
to the remaining treatment. "We shall designate our measured 
. concomitant variate as x and the response to treatment, which 
is also taken to be quantitative, shall be designated as y. 
Then y^  ^denotes the response of the subject in the j-th pair 
receiving the i-th treatment. Similarly, denotes the 
concomitant observation of the subject in the j-th pair to 
receive the i-th treatment. 
In the j-th pair we form the treatment 1 minus treatment 
2 response difference, 
yj = yij - y2j , 
and the corresponding concomitant observation difference, 
j^ ^  ^ Ij • *2j • 
It is assumed that y^ , follow the bivariate normal distri-
2 2 but ion law, with means jiy, variances > and 
correlation coefficient p . 
The joint probability density fimction (p,d,f.) of 
X, y is 
7 
f(x,y) = 
amy^ cjy V l-p2 
r  ^ "^V-x 2 2p(x-ii )(y-n ) y-|i 2 , 
- 4 ' 
Alternatively we may express f (x,y) as the product the 
marginal p.d.f. of x and the conditional p.d.f. of y (given 
x). Then 1.1 becomes 
2 2 
f'U,y)= g(x) h(ylx) = N(x;ji^ ,cy^ ) N(y;ityix)(^ y|x) 
expC- [-^  e^ E-
=  ] '  
where 
(1-P^ ) , (1.3) 
ylx y 
"ylx = 
p = p -Z (1.5) 
x^ 
Since the allocation of subjects to treatments is 
random, we have 
and 
8 
11^  = E(Zj) = - Xgj) ='0 • (1.6) 
Hence, our basic model assumptions are that 
and 
where 
Xj - NI(z; 0,ff^ ) , (1.7) 
= NKy; p, + Px.jtf^ ) , (i.S) 
J 
{I = Ity. = E(7^ ) = E(y^ j - Ygj) = (1*9) 
P = -L_Z , (1.10) 
and 
cy2 = a^ a- ph = (1.11) 
For future, reference we note that 1.8 may be equivalently 
written as 
YjlXj = P + p%j + ej , (1.12) 
where 
Gj - NI(e; 0,a'^ ) (1.13) 
¥e shall attempt to develop sequential tests for dis­
crimination between two treatments in each of two distinct 
hypothesis formulations. In what will be termed as formula­
tion 1, we shall test the hypothesis = .iij against the 
hypothesis where we are using "T" and "A" to 
9 
denote "test" and "alternative," respectively, in formula­
tion 2, we shall test the hypothesis = (iiji against the 
hypothesis = jup + Y<y (y is a specified constant). 
Formulation 1 is appropriate if certain absolute changes in 
the mean are of interest, whatever the value of a. Formula­
tion 2 is appropriate when one wishes to detect when the mean 
differs from by at least y standard deviation units. 
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II. A LARGE SAMPLE TEST UTILIZING 
CONCOMITANT INFORMATION 
A. The Sequential Probability 
Ratio Test (SPRT) 
In this section we shall present only a brief descrip­
tion of the sequential probability ratio test (s.p.r.t.) 
since a thorough discussion of this important procedure is 
available in ¥ald (28, pp. 37-48). 
Suppose we take a sample of n successive observations 
1^' ^ 2)..., ^  from a probability density function (p.d.f.) 
f(x;0) (The s.p.r.t. also holds for the discrete probability 
law). Then the ratio of the probabilities of the sample on 
the hypotheses Ej,:0=9tji and H^ :e=0^  
n 
TT f(x, ;e ) 
= i=l  ^  ^
n 
T f(x.;e ) 
i=l  ^  ^
Pn = ^ (2.1) 
Two positive constants C,D (IXC) are chosen. The s.p.r.t. 
for testing the simple hypothesis against the simple 
hypothesis is conducted as follows; 
On the n-th stage P^  is computed. If 
D < P^  < C (2.2) 
another observation is taken. If 
Pn > C (2.3) 
the process is terminated by accepting If 
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Pn < D (2.4) 
the process is terminated by accepting Hj. 
The constants C, D are chosen so that the test will 
have prescribed type I and type II errors, i.e., so that 
P(reject | Bj) = 
and (2.5) 
P(accept Ej, | H^ ) = 02 
Wald (28, p. 4l) derives the important inequalities 
C < ^ "°2 
=1 
and (2.6) 
D > °2 
l-oi 
Due to the essentially discrete behavior of the test, 
rarely are the boundaries exactly attained. However, if the 
boundaries are such that C and D are exactly attained when 
attained at all, we have 
1—Oo C = —^  
ai 
and (2.7) 
D = 
1-°1 
Further, Wald demonstrates that no serious error results 
from using 2.7 to define C, D if and Og are relatively 
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small, as is usually the case in practice. Hence, for 
practical purposes we may conduct Wald's s.p.r.t. as defined 
by Equations 2.1 - 2,h and 2.7. 
An additional point to be made is that it is often much 
easier computationally to conduct the s.p.r.t. by taking 
logarithms, i.e. by computing log with boundaries (log C, 
log D). 
The startling feature of this sequential test when 
compared with fixed sample number tests is that the s.p.r.t. 
can be conducted without solving any distributional problems 
as are necessary in conventional testing (in which case the 
.distribution of the test statistic must be found). As Wald 
(28J p. ^ 8) has pointed out, "Distribution problems arise in 
connection with the sequential process only if it is desired 
to find the probability distribution of the number of trials 
necessary for reaching a final decision. But this is of 
secondary importance as long as we know that the sequential 
test on the average leads to a saving in the number of 
observations." 
B. A Large Sample SPRT, Formulation 1 
Wald's s.p.r.t. gives a.convenient and practical pro­
cedure for discriminating between simple hypotheses. In the 
formulations of the problem which we are here considering, 
however (see Section B, Chapter I), the test and alternative 
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2 2 hypotheses, and are composite since p, and a are 
unspecified. We consider now a large sample theory for 
dealing with composite hypotheses which has been suggested 
by Cox (10). In this section we shall be concerned with 
formulation 1 of the problem, i.e. 
Hjtji = HQ, versus . 
Assume for the moment that p, and are known to 
p 2 be PQ, CTQ . Then a solution to our problem is given by 
Wald's s.p.r.t. Thus, after taking n observations (x^ , y^ ) 
from f(x^ , y^ ), our test would be based upon 
log Y, f(::l'yi;fA'4o'Po,»o) 
log Pg = W (2.8) 
i—1 
where 0 denotes (<y^ jP,cr^ ), and 
n 
]^ (fi,e) = log Y f(Xi,yiîfi,e). (2.9) 
i—1 
Here it is seen from Equations 1.1 — 1.11 that 
f(x,y;K,e) =—i—exp[- 2^ —IZriirÊSif ] . (2.10) 
2ir(T^ cr 2<T^  2cy^  
The approach of Cox (10) is to consider a large sample 
theory in which the log likelihoods are expanded as far as 
quadratic terms and in which and - p are taken to 
be of order n~^ . We shall retain this latter feature, but we 
shall consider exact Taylor expansions of the log likelihoods. 
A rationale for treating - n and - n as being of order 
n"^  is discussed at the end of this chapter. 
We have for j = T,A, 
—^—1 
2 -M .r. 
 ^ 3^ (1» ji^ p) 1 
6  1 - 3 3  J  _  
J  ^' (2.11) 
where p is some point lying between p,. and p.. From 2.10 we 
J 
note that 
3^ Ln(^ ,1,8o) = 0 _ (2.12) 
a,3 
Therefore the expansion of 2.8 about p, is 
SLnCiij^ o^  
Op.'^ 
(2.13) 
15. 
where we are letting 
j , = dVj^ ) 
'"I «"A 
â^ LnCu.e ) 
and have the analogous meaning. 
In practice 0 will not be known, and we shall assume 
that no prior probability distribution of 9 is available. It 
is plausible to consider instead of 2.8 
, (2.15) 
where Ô denotes the maximum likelihood (m.l.) estimator for 
0 for samples of size n (actually we shall use m.l. estimators 
which have been corrected for bias where necessary). 
Expanding 2.15 about p we obtain, from 2.13, 
3Ln(n,0) (p.,6) 
+ yi (ft^ -fij) (n^ +jij-2ii) (2.16) 
2 
¥e now expand 2.16 about cr^ . From 2.10 we see that for 
s > 1 and any r > 1, 
Thus, the expansion of 2.16 about cr^  is given by 
16 
8ji 
+ ^( ^ (2.18) 
O [1 
We now expand 2.18 about p. Here we see that for r > 1, 
9(1 dp 
and for r > 1 
Therefore, expanding 2.18 about p, we obtain 
du 3p. 3p 
3i 
+ V^ Cli^ -liQ)) (li^ +p.T-2p.) (2.21) 
Finally, our expansion of 2.15 may be obtained by 
expanding 2.21 about a^ . Hence, an exact Taylor expansion 
of 2.15 about (jt,6) is given by 
<D 
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p 2^ P 
where (J^ (i=l,2,3) denote some points lying between <r and tf • 
Now the' test when 6 is known is based on 2.8, A test in 
which 6 is replaced by © is based on 2.15. Following Cox 
(10) we compare the Taylor expansions of 2.8 and 2.15, which 
are given in 2.13 and 2.22 respectively, and see that the 
Wald-type test wherein 0 is replaced by 0 is asymptotically 
equivalent to the s.p.r.t (with 0 known) if and only if 
k ^1 0 . (2.23) 1=1 
where 
 ^; , (2.24) 
Ap p 9^ I'n(P)@) 
Xo — (p-A—P'lp) (<y ) 5— Î (2.25) 
a(cy^ ) 
'*2 ^ 2\2 9^ n^(^ )^ x)P)^ l) 
H 9(cyf)' 
° r _ 2 2  ^ , (2.26) 
"2 
 ^= (P^ -PT)(P-P)(c -0^  ) 5- , (2.27) 
dy.dp 3(j2) 
X5 = (Ca-I'i) (p-p) (J2-„2)2  ^ (2.28) 
ôjt 9p 9(crp)2 
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6^ ~ (P'A+Pm-2p)  ^— J (2,29) 
^ ^ ^ ^ 9^29(^2) 
and 
If 2 2 
A« o o ^ 
4 = ) 3^2 8(,2)2 • (^-30) 
Here, the notation in 2.23 means that 2X^  converges in 
probability to zero. The definition of convergence in proba­
bility to zero is the following [c.f, Mann and Wald (l8)]: 
Yjj converges in probability to zero if for any X > 0, 
lim PCIYt^ I < X) = 1 . 
N— 
A 
Hence, when 2.23 holds, we can replace 6 by ©, apply 
the s.p.r.t. procedure, and the resultant test is asymptoti­
cally equivalent to the s.p.r.t. with 0 known. 
We shall now state a theorem, a corollary, and two 
lemmas to be used in showing that 2.23 holds. But first, for 
completeness, we define precisely what we mean by the concept 
of order [c.f. Mann and Wald (l8)]. 
For any sequence of positive numbers {.f(N)} , we write 
ajj = 0[f(N)3 (to be read, "ajj is of order f(N)") if there is 
a positive constant M, say, such that lajjl < Mf(N) for 
all N." 
We now state the theorem, corollary, and two lemmas. 
The associated proofs are given in Section A of the 
20 
appendix (Chapter VIII). 
Theorem 1; 
If 
(1) ini = 0(n"^ ), (1=1,2,...,r) , 
(ii) B(^ j) =0(n-l), (1=1,2,...,:) , 
and 
(iii) n'^ C^ ' > 0 ,  
then 
\ = I, Bnl) 0 . 
X—X 1—X 
Corollary; 
Theorem 1 holds for r + s > 2, i.e., for the cases 
r = 0, s > 2 and s = 0, r > 2. 
Lemma 1; 
If 
and 
then 
Lemma 2; 
If 
then 
(1) % 0, 
(11) > 0, 
DttEn 0. 
Ai > 0, (1 =1,2,...,%) 
21 
k (p) 
ir Ai > 0. 
1=1 
We now demonstrate that —^> 0, (1=1,2,...,7), 
and hence, by Lemma 2, that 2.23 holds. 
From 2.10 and 2.2^  we obtain 
1^ - -  ^
In Section B of the appendix (Chapter VIII) the m.l. esti­
mators of the parameters under consideration are given; in 
Section C they are corrected for bias, and it is shown that 
V(P) = 0(n'"^ ) (2.31) 
and 
nàh = 0(n"^ ), (2,32) 
where the estimators are based upon sample size n. 
Since 
 ^NI(x;0,a^ ), 
it follows from Khintchine's theorem [c.f. Cramir (12, p. 
253)] that 
Sx 0. 
Recalling that and are taken to be of order n"^ , it 
follows that is of order n~^ . Also from 2.31 we 
have 
22 
E[(P-P)2] = V(P) i 0(11-1), 
SO that 
>Q (2.33) 
by Theorem 1 where we let 
= 4il ' 
and 
(p_p) = , 
2x — Cj2 • 
From 2,10 and 2.25 we obtain 
Xg = -(,j,-,l)(î2-a2) Eiqiîl 
a 
cr^  
— Xp-] + X22 Î say. 
We have 
so that 
y^  NI(y;n,(Ty) 
n"^  2(y-ji) —^ —> 0 
by Khintchine's theorem. Also, from 2.32, 
E(a^ -cT^ ) = 7(ff^ ) = 0(n"^ ). 
Therefore 
X21 0 
23 
by Theorem 1 upon letting 
( V^ T^  " Anl > 
, 
and 
2(y—(i) = Cj2 . 
Also, taking 
(p-A-f^T^ = 4il » 
and 
<.5^-ah = Bgi , 
Sx = On 
in Theorem 1, we have 
^2 -^> 0 ; 
thus, by Lemma 2, 
(P) 
Xg - ^ 21 + ^ 22 > 0 . (2.3^ ) 
We now consider X^ . Letting 
= Ajj_ , 
(<T2-(y2) = Bnl = BJ^2 , 
and 
2(y-ii-px) = , 
2.10 and 2.26 give 
2k 
h = SAniBnlBnaVI® 
= + X32 5 say. 
 ^Theorem 1, 
%31-^  0. 
Now let 
9a = 
and 
Ên = . 
Since z"^  is continuous in the neighborhood of z = cr^ , for 
any given A > 0,there is a X > 0 such that 
,-6 I^  \  ^ .# < X =» cy^ -^cf - =1 E^ l < ^ 
P( I < \) > 1 - E[(;2_2)2] 
by Tchebycheff's inequality [c.f. Cramer (12, p. 182)], and 
since 
E[(c2_c2)2] _ y(*2) _ Q(n-l) ^  
it follows that 
P(|ff^ -(y2) < X) .> 1 . 
25 
2 AO p 
But since o"^  lies between a and tr , 
I I < I I 
so that 
\a^-a^\ < X \a^-a^ I <-X ==>|EJI*| < 
Therefore 
P(|Enl < > P(|c2-c2| < X) > i . 
In other words, 
0 
and since, by Theorem 1, 
% (P) > 0 , 
Lemma 1 gives 
(P) 
32 > 0 . 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 2 that 
3^ 3^1 * ^32 > 0 • (2.35) 
We have from 2.10 and 2.27 that 
and 
\ > 0 (2.36) 
from Theorem 1 by putting 
(lij^ -liT) = , 
26 
(p-p) - , 
= Bq2 
and 
Sx - Cj^  . 
In considering X^ , we obtain from 2.10 and 2,28 
Xj = -2(114-111) (p-p)(ô^ -<(2)2(2x)a"^  
(p-P)(*2-c2)2zx(C2*-c-6) 
- ~ ^ 2^ ' say. 
In Theorem 1, let 
~ Anl J 
(P-P) = BQI ) 
(cr -cr^ ) = %2 = j 
and 
2x = 
so that 
0 . 
In Lemma 1, let 
and 
(P~P) 
= Ejj 
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and ve have 
X^ 2 > 0 . 
Therefore, by Lemma 2, 
Zj = X51 + X52 -^ > 0 • 
Referring to 2.10 and 2,29 we have 
(o" -a ) . 
Since 
we have 
" OCu"^ ) • 
Further, we have that 
(P) > 0 . 
Hence by letting 
= V 
(^ À+^ I-2p) = -«na ' 
and 
n(ff^ -a^ ) = , 
application of the corollary to Theorem 1 gives 
% 0. 
Finally, 2.10 and 2.30 give 
28 
2 _2\2_-6 Xy = -2n(ji^ -ii^ )(ji^ +ii^ -2n)(cr -cr^ )'^ cy 
-2n(|i^ -^ j) (pj+pp-Zp) 2(oj6_^ -6) 
= + Zyg , say. 
 ^letting 
= 4il ) 
(li^ +lij-2ii) = A^ 2 ' 
and 
n(ff^ -(T^ ) = Cjj ; 
Theorem 1 gives 
Xyi (P) >0 
And by taking 
and 
"2 2 
°^ PA"^ T)(PA+PT)(* 
= S ^ ,  
Lemma 1 gives 
X72 J£2_> 0 . 
Therefore 
 ^~ x^ i + Xya —^ —> 0 (2.39) 
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by Lemma 2, 
Equations 2.33 — 2.39 give that 
> 0 (i=l,2,...,7) 
so we have obtained by Lemma 2 that 2.23 holds,i.e. 
i x ^ JPUo. 
i=l 
Therefore, where we treat and as being of 
order n-^ ,^ the Wald-type test of against in which 
A 
© is replaced by ©, is asymptotically equivalent to the 
s.p.r.t. with 0 known. Thus, the large sample test procedure 
is as follows: 
At the n-th stage compute  ^
logPn = 
_ , h 
2 [(yj-iii-pXi) ] 
2ff 
= , , (2.40) 
 ^. 2 
*2 • — — 
where a , p, y, and x — based on sample size n — are given 
by 
y = 1 Zy , (2.41) 
n 
X = 5 2x , (2.42) 
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? = > (2.^ 3) 
®xx 
and 
2 
"^ (mbiased) " ^  ^®yy "  ^
where, for example, 
= Z(x-x) (x-x) = 2(x-x)^  . 
Then, if 
1=% < < 1°: ^  , (2.45) 
another observation is taken. If 
1— 
log > log , (2.46) 
1 
the process is terminated by accepting If 
log < log , (2A7) 
the process is terminated by accepting 
We now consider the rationale for treating v-^ -v- and 
jtj-H (and thus also as being of order n~^ . Many of 
the following remarks derive from private correspondence in 
196^  with D. R. Cox, Birkbeck College, University of London, 
in which he explained in somewhat greater detail the approach 
used in his paper [Cox (10)]. 
Being a large sample approach, this scheme can be 
justified only in terms of a limiting operation in which the 
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sample size required tends to infinity. Now if we fix the 
base hypotheses and and consider a series of plans in 
which the sample sizes become large, the probabilities of 
error would become so minute that casual inspection of the 
observations would be adequate. So this approach does not 
lead to a very meaningful limiting operation., On the other 
hand, by separating and by an amount of order n"^ , we 
are considering a series of plans in each of which discrimi­
nation is possible with error probabilities roughly constant 
and which could be chosen to be of the magnitude used in 
applications. 
The asymptotic result is of value, however, only if it 
gives a good guide to the behavior for the necessarily finite 
sample sizes to be encountered in practice. Of course this 
should be checked by comparing large sample and exact theory. 
However, the exact theory appears to be rather intractable in 
the present situation. It is hoped that the numerical 
investigation to be presented in Chapter IV will be helpful 
in making this comparison and in studying properties of the 
large sample test. 
C. A Two-Sided Large Sample SPRT 
In this section we shall describe the mechanics for 
conducting the large sample s.p.r.t. of the two-sided 
analogue of formulation 1. In this situation we wish to test 
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against where for simplicity, we let +|i^  
denote |tj+d (d being a specified constant). We denote by 
HJ and the hypotheses that and respectively. 
The procedure adopted herein is that developed by 
Armitage (4). The test of against and is a special 
case of a more general procedure due to Sobel and Wald (25) 
for choosing one of three hypotheses. The procedure involves 
conducting two large sample s.p.r.t.'s, one to test against 
and the other to test against We shall denote these 
tests as T~ and T"^ , respectively. Equation 2.4-0 gives the 
computational form for log P~ and log P^ , except, of course, 
that is substituted for |i^  in computing log P~, 
To conduct the,two sided test, we simultaneously carry 
out tests T" and T"*" at each stage until one of the following 
events, occur; 
(i) One test terminates before the other. 
(ii) Both tests terminate at the same stage. 
If (i) occurs, the terminating test is no longer computed, 
and the other test is continued until it decisions. The 
decision rule is as follows: 
(iii) If T~ accepts and T"*" accepts Hj, we accept 
(iv) If T" accepts and T* accepts Hj, we accept Hj. 
(v) If T~ accepts and T"*" accepts 1^ , we accept 
Sovel and Wald (25) show that the event "T~ accepts 
and T"*" accepts cannot occur where aj^ ,cL2 in the limits for 
tests T" and T"*" are the same. 
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The limits for both tests T", T"*" are taken to be 
(log , log for 
l-Oi Oj 
(vi) P(rejecting | H^ ) = 20^  , 
(vii) P(accepting | Hp = Og, 
and 
(viii) P(accepting { H^ ) = . 
3^  
III. raiGHT-PDNCTION TESTS UTILIZING 
CONCOMITANT INFORMATION 
A. Wald*s Weight Functions 
A brief outline of the weight-function approach to 
sequential testing of composite hypotheses as developed by 
Wald (28, pp. 80-83) is given in this section. 
Let be the composite hypothesis that the parameter 
point © lies in a subset A of the parameter space. We divide 
the parameter space into three mutually exclusive zones: 
the zones of preference for acceptance the zone of 
preference for rejection A^ , and the zone of indifference. 
In general, the probability of rejecting when is 
true will vary with the parameter point in A for any test 
procedure. Let ai(6) denote the probability of an error of 
this type when 0 is the parameter point. Similarly for any 
point 0 lying outside A, let 02(6) denote the probability of 
accepting when is false. 
Ideally we wish to find a test procedure such that 
a^ (0) is less than or equal to a preassigned value for all 
0 in Ag^ , and such that 02(0) will not exceed a preassigned 
value 02 for all 0 in A^ . But first we consider what shall 
be referred to herein as the modified problem. Let w-^ C©) and 
Wp(©) by non-negative weight functions such that 
(3.1) 
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The modified problem.is to construct a test such that the 
weighted averages of the two types of error probabilities are 
equal to their preassigned values, i.e. such that 
Wald showed that a solution to the modified problem is 
given by the s.p.r.t. with test statistic given by 
where f(x;9) is the p.d.f. of the population under investi­
gation, Thus, in effect, we are actually testing the 
hypothesis that the p.d.f. of n^  is given by the 
denominator of 3*3 against the hypothesis that the numerator 
of 3-3 is the p.d.f. of Vfeld proposed that 
this test will satisfy 3.2, and that for practical purposes, 
we may use 
and (3.2) 
n 
(3.3) 
and 
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as limits for conducting the test. 
Originally we sought a test procedure such that 
< cc^ j for all 0 in A^ , 
and (3.if) 
OgCe) < Og; for all e in Ap . 
In addressing himself to this problem, ¥ald (28, p. 82) 
considers only s.p.r.t.'s given by 3,3, where w^ CG) and 
Wp(0) are any weight functions satifying 3.1. Denote by G 
the class of all such tests corresponding to all possible 
weight functions. A test in G is uniquely determined by the 
choice of w^ (9) and w^ (0) and the constants C, D. Therefore . 
the maximum of <^ (^9) over 0 in and the maximum of 
over 0 in Aj. are determined uniquely by C,D,Wg(0), and w^ (0). 
We let a^ C^CjDjWg^ Ce) ,Wp(0)] and OgCCjDjW^ C©) ,Wj.(0)] denote 
these maxima respectively. Thus we have that for given values 
of C,D, the weight functions Wg^ (6), Wj.(0) may be regarded as 
optimum if they simultaneously minimize a2Cc,D,Wg^ (0) ,Wj,(0)] 
and a2CC,D,w^ (0) ,Wj.(0)]. While no general method is avail­
able for constructing such weight functions w^ (0) and Wp(0), 
Wald (28, pp. 203, 20^ ) does consider one class of cases for 
which optimum weight functions may be determined. Assume 
that the boundary of Aj. is a surface Sr, and that one can 
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find two weight fimctions Vg^ (0) and v^ CS) such that 
J Tg(e)ae = i = / v-j.(9)dSj. . (3.5) 
° "Sr 
If the s.p.r.t. based on 
r  n  
/ V (©) TT f(L ;©) dSp 
* \  ^ 1=1  ^  ^
Pn = — (3.6) 
J V (©) TT f(x.;©) d© 
A, ^  1=1 1 
a 
satisfies (1) a^ C©) is constant in (11) ogCS) is constant 
over Sj., and (ill) for any interior point 0 of 02(0) does 
not exceed the constant value of dgCe) on S^ , then Vg^ (0) and 
v^ (©) are optimum in the sense described above. Further, 
Wald (28, pp. 20^ -207) demonstrates the existence of optimum 
weight functions for the case in which one wishes to test the 
hypothesis that the mean 6 of the normal variable with unknown 
variance 0^  is 0 = ©^  against the hypothesis that f© -©J^ a, 
The weight-function approach is used in the remainder of 
this chapter to develop sequential test procedures which make 
use of concomitant information. 
B. A Weight-Function Test, Formulation 1 
Formulation 1 involves testing against 
For any positive constant c let the weight functions w^  and 
Wp be given as 
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if 0<(y<c, -c^ <c, and |t=iij, 
= 0 otherwise; 
 ^if 0<cj<c, -c^ <c, and 
= 0 otherwise. 
Then, following Wald, a solution of the modified problem as 
described in the previous section (see 3.2) is given by the 
s.p.r.t. with test statistic 
•c r c 
n 
n^ 
 ^Y f(Zi,yi;p^ ,p;(T)dpd(T 
c /~c 
1  ^
^ TT f(x^ ,y^ ;iiçj.,p,(y)d^ d(y 
2c2 i=l 
o J-C 
a r c  
n 
TT f(xi,yi;ji.,p,cy)dpdcy 
i=l 
o -/-C . 
c r c 
n 
TT f (X i ,y i î { i^ ,p ,<y)dpdcr  
i—1 
o J -c  
(3.7) 
where, from our distributional assumptions of Section B, 
Chapter I, we have 
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f(z,y;p,P,*) = gU;0,(y|)h(y { x;ii+px,(y2) 
1  ^
exp[-—r - T ]. (3.8) 
2Tra a 2<y'^ 
Therefore, when we consider the limiting case where c >«. 
(so that the ranges of p and cr have only their natural 
restrictions) as did Wald (28, p. 205), 3-7 becomes 
r» 
cy"^ exp[  ^S(y-ii^ -px)^ ]dpdcT 
p* = — , (3.9) 
-<o r"> p 
cf'^ expC  ^S(y-ji„-px) jd^ da 
provided the integrals exist. 
Upon completing the square in p and integrating with 
respect to p, we obtain 
expC  ^S(y-|i-px)^ ]dpd<r 
'o/-* 2* 
=/^ (JZL)^  (y^ '"%xpr[^ (y-P)^ ]^ - Idcy , (3.10) 
1 Sx^ 2(7^ 2x2 2a^ 
so that 
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c^o 
a 
l-n r[2(y-^ )^z]^  -i 
P: = 
l^-n _r[2(y-(iT)z]^  ZCy-n,,)^  1 
rfi J^dcT 
9<r^  ^ 2(7^  
cy^ "^ . exp[<y~^ C-A(v-^ ) ]] do 
<y^ ~^  exp|^ cr~^ [-A(iij)3] dcr 
(3.11) 
where 
A(,) = (3.12) 
22x2 
The integrals in 3.11 may be evaluated [c.f, Bateman 
(7, p. 313)] as 
,a&. 2—n 
cf^ "^  exp[cr~^ C-A(it)3jdcr = 2"^ [A(P')3 ^  f (^ |^ ) , (3.13) 
'o 
so that 3*11 becomes 
, 2-n 
p. = 
» A(i.j,r 
rZ-^ ZCy-Pm)^  - [S(y-l»i)x]^  -1 ~5" 
= L— J . (3.14) 
4l 
The validity of 3.13 is subject to the requirements that 
n > 2 and that 
> [S(7riij)x]^  . 
By Cauchy's inequality [c.f. Widder (29, p. 313)], we have 
Equality holds, excluding the trivial cases when = 0 
(all i) and/or y^ -iij = 0 (all i), if and only if Xj^ =k(y^ -|ij), 
& being a constant. Hence equality holds if and only if x 
and y have correlation 1, and this not a case of practical 
concern. 
The s.p.r.t. is executed by computing the statistic P* 
given in 3-1^  and comparing it withaccept-reject limits 
taken in practice to be (."^ - , \ Hence, at the n-th 
* "^"1 ®1 ao 
stage.we compute Pn. If P„ < . A , the process is 
n 1— 
terminated and we accept E^ . If < P*, the process is 
1 
* cco * 1-ag 
terminated by accepting H.. If  ^< P- < , another 
A 1-0^  Oi 
observation is taken and we compute P^ +iJ etc. Here H^  
denotes the hypothesis that the p.d.f. of (y^ lxj^ ), (y2|x2), 
,..,(yjj|^ ) is given by the denominator of 3.9; H^  denotes 
the hypothesis that the p.d.f, of our sample is given by the 
numerator of 3.9 .  
h2 
C. A Weight-Function 
Test, Formulation 2 
Under formulation 2 we wish to test against 
+ ycr where y is a specified constant. Following 
Wald, we define weight functions as follows. For any c > 0, 
let 
Wa,c(f)P) = for 0<o-<c, -c^ <c, and 
' 2c 
= 0 otherwise, 
and , ' 
w (c,p) = for 0<(T<c, -c^ < c, and |i=p +Y(T; 
r,c 2c 
= 0 otherwise. 
A solution to the modified problem (see 3.2) is then given by 
the s.p.r.t. for which the test statistic is 
TT f(x.,y.;iim+ Ya+px,(y^ )dPd(T 
2c^  i=l  ^
 ^ (3.15) 
o J - 0 
f(x.,y.;ji„+px,<y^ )dpda 
2c^  i=l. .  ^  ^  ^
Passing to the limit as c >cc> , 3.15 becomes 
"" exp[-
. _ J-» , 
Pn (3.16) 
o n exp[_ ^  ]d^ ag 
o  J—CD  2 (y  
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Prom Equations 3.9-3.13, the denominator of 3.16.is 
a ezp [ i 3 dpd0 
2cr2 
'o ''-00 
2 n 
1 Ztt 2%^  S(y-nj)^  -[2(y-^ m)x]  ^n -= 
(3.17) 
Further, upon completing the square in p and integrating 
with respect to p, the numerator of 3.16 becomes 
exp [-
2<T2 /O —op 
/
eo 
 ^exp [-acy~^ -b<T~^ +c] dcr , (3.18) 
o 
where 
a = 
2x^  2(y-nr[i) - [S(y-p.j)x3 , (3.19) 
22x2 
and 
b = C2(y-|im)x Sx - Sx^  S(y-iim)] , (3.20) 
2x^  
2 
c = C(2X)2 - ^ 22  ^ (3.21) 
22x2 
We have [c.f, Bateman (7, p. 313)] 
f cr^  ^  exp [-a<j~^  - ixr'^  + c] dcr 
2-n 
= (-^ ) exp(c)(2a) Rii-Z) exp(^ )Dp _[b(2ar^ ] 
2z^  8a 
(3.22) 
where the parabolic cylinder function D^ Cz) is [c.f. Bateman 
(7, p. 386)] 
D (z) = 2^  exp(-~) F(- ;~) 
' 2 
z rc-|) l-q 3 Z^  
In 3.23, F(f,g;z) denotes the confluent hypergeometric series 
[c.f. (26, p. vi)]. The validity of 3.22 is subject to the 
restrictions that n > 2 and that 
Sx^  S(y-iJij)^  - [S(y-itj)x]^  > 0 . 
The latter restriction was discussed in Section B of this 
chapter and shown to hold for cases of practical interest. 
From Equations 3.17 - 3.23 we can now write the test 
statistic as 
5^ 
* n(n-2) exp(c) r  ^(g) n-2 1 
+ 1, f)] , (3.24) 
2a^  [(SZ!) ' ' 
2 
where a, b, and c are given by 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21, respec­
tively. 
In (26), tables of F(|, z) for z=0(.01)0.10 and 
m=3(2)201, of F(|, z) for z=0(.01)0.10 and m=43(2)201; 
cosh[z(2n-l) 
and of 2> for 0.10<z<L00 and m=3(2)201 are 
(2mz)^  
given. To make use of these tables, we note that [c.f. 
(26; p. vi)] 
zj'(m+l, J+l;z:) = •|[F(m+l, |;z) - F(m; ^ ;z)] . (3.25) 
ThuS; 3.2^  may be written 
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P(n-2) exp(c) p PC-^ ) a-2 1 b 
2 2 
2 0X C^^ i \ 2 / H—t X D
' jn-S P(n=2, L—^ F(—. 2 ; ç;) 
r(-§) n-1 1 b2 n-3 1 b^  
* Tp;^  5' ;;)]]. 
(3.26) 
An eqiiivalent representation of 3.26, obtained by using 
well known properties of the gamma function, is 
» . (n-3) [F(Srl^ -^ )-F(S:i^ ;j^ )3 
® 2 '2'*^ ®- 2 'aW " 2 '2'4a 
for n even, 
0 ,n-2 1 b2 2^  ^ [C^ ).'3 e a n-1 1 n-3 lb®, 
= a F(—,2;^)--^ [F(_,-;ç-)-F(-^,-;ç-)] 
for n odd. (3.27) 
Here the quantities a, b, and c are, as given previously in 
3.19-3.21, 
_ Sx^ 2(y_ii^)2 _ [Z(y_(i^)x]2 
22x2 
b = Y 
 ^P C2(y-iiip)x 2^  - 2% 2(y-pL|p)] 
If? 
and 
c = C(Sx)^  - nSx^ ]. 
22x^  
Since P(0, z) is "undefined, we require n > 3 for the 
existence of given by 3.26 and 3,2?. A second requirement 
not previously discussed is that b ^  0, which will hold in 
general. If, however, due to the essentially discrete nature 
of our observations in practice, we have b = 0 at the n-th 
stage, say, the test statistic is defined simply as 
Pn = • (3.28) 
Subject to these conditions, the s.p.r.t. with test statistic 
given by 3.26 - or equivalently by 3.2? - with limits 
Op l-Cp 
(n—— , —-—) provides a solution to the modified problem. 
±-a^  ®1 
The test procedure and its interpretation are then as de­
scribed in the preceding section for formulation 1. 
D.. Two-Sided Weight-Function Tests 
In the two-sided analogue of formulation 2 we wish to 
test against where y is a specified 
positive constant. For this we now define our weight func­
tions in the following manner. For any c > 0, let 
Wa,c(C;p) = ^  for 0 <a<c, -c<p<c, and P=PT , 
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= 0 otherwise, 
and let 
*r,c(*)P) ~ 0<(y<c, -c^ <c, and ii=jij+Ycy , 
H-C 
= 0 otherwise . 
A solution for the modified problem is given by the 
s.p.r.t. with test statistic 
c r c 2 -- 2 ' 
* _ iOjJ-C 4c^ L 2cy2 Pcr2 J P =
n rc r a 
-n y.r-D--,. A?\2 a 
'o  J-c  
r 2(y-jij-Px) 
exp[ 3 dpdo- (3.29) 
20'^ 
Passing to the limit as c >oo , we obtain 
i fT.-[exp[. 
2(y2 2a^  
• _ O -oo fn= 
_ S(y-|ij-px)2 
a''- exp[ ] dpdcT (3.30) 
'O J-oo 2a^ 
The denominator of 3.30 is given by 3.17, and from 
Equations 3.18 - 3.22 we see that the numerator of 3.30 
9^ 
1 2-n 1 1 
2 2 2 " 2  2 
J(^ ) exp(c+|-)(2a) r(:[i-2)[Dg_^ [b(2a) ]+D^ _^ [-b(2a) ]] . 
2x 
(3.31) 
Further, 3.23 gives 
~V^ 2 P(~) 
D, „[b(2a) ]+D C-b(2ar^]=2'^exp(-Èj^) i_2p(S^ . 
2-n «:-n oa r-i,n-l, 2 2 Sa 
(3.32) 
Hence, Equations 3.17, 3.30, 3.31, and 3.32 show that the 
test statistic is 
_ e= r(n-2) r(1) P(a^,|i^) 
gn-S p PC^) 
- e , (3*33) 
where, as in 3.19 - 3.21, 
_ 2x^  ZCy-P?) -
22x2 
 ^_ YCSx(y-Hj)2x - 2x^  2(y-nj)] 
Sx^  
and 
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Y^ C(Sx)^  - n2x2] 
c — — • 
22x2 
Again vre use the limits ( in conducting the test 
1-ai aj 
for the modified problem. However, in this case it is pos­
sible to make more direct usage of the tables given in (26) 
and thus lighten the computational task if we compute 
log P* . Then the test statistic is 
2 
log P% = c + log F(^ ,|;^ ) , (3.340 
with limits (log , log ^ ""S). Since (26) gives tables of 
1-ai 
log F(§,^ ;z) 
2 } [O.IO < z < 100; m = 3(2)201], the test in 
(2mz)^  
form 3.3^  is more readily computed than in form 3«33 when 
& ^ • 
The two-sided analogue of formulation 1 is 
versus , 
where for simplicity, as in Chapter II, we let denote 
l^ T+d (d being a specified constant) when 
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For c > 0 we define our weight functions as 
 ^0<a<c, -c^ <c, and 
= 0 otherwise; 
*r;c(*'P) ^   for 0<(r<c, -c<p<c, and v-=±v-^  , 
= 0 otherwise. 
Proceeding in a manner directly analogous to that 
employed in Section B of this chapter, we obtain the following 
s.p.r.t. statistic for the modified problem (see 3.2); 
. !/ J 2"^ 2»^ 
P* = • 
n 
J dp do 
2(y'^ 
10 J —CO 
2-n 2-n. 
[ACh^ )] + Ca(-|A^ )] 
2-n ' 
2[A(^ )] ^ 
where 
Sx^  S(y-{i)^  - [Z(y-p)x]2 
(3.35) 
A(p) = 
22x^  
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Hence, 3«35 may be written as 
n-2 
P 2 2 2 
* rZaf Z(y-Pm) - [2(y-p2)%] 
Pj2 - 2L ~ • • J 
2x2 _ [S(y_ j ,^ )x]2 
n-2 
2 2 p 2 
IpSx Z(y-iim) - [Z(y-Pm)x] -, 
+ 2L —J (3.36) 
2x^  S(y+Hj^ )^  - [2(y+iij^ )x]^  
OCg 1—Cg 
and in practice we take the limits to be (— -). 
l-Oi' 
E. A Weight-Function Test, 
Formulation 1 Modified 
An apparent difficulty associated with the weight-
function test for formulation 1 is discussed in Chapter IV. 
At that point it will be seen that the practical implementa­
tion of the test requires choosing the base hypotheses and 
so that one of them is close to the true value p.. To 
avoid this difficulty we consider the following modification 
of formulation 1: 
• (3*37) 
It is noted that the condition |i^ <0<pi^  does not limit 
the situations to which the test procedure has application. 
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If in practice the test of interest (with observations x,y) 
is (I < 0 against n > d (d being a specified positive constant), 
an equivalent test may be obtained by testing, for example, 
ji < - § against p > ^  with observations x, (y-^ ). 
We now develop the test procedure for the modification 
of formulation 1. For any c > 1, we define 
Wa,c(p'*)P) =- o}  ^ 0<(T<c,-cj^ <c, and , 
' 2c^ (c-l)jij 
= 0, otherwise, 
and 
 ^  ^ , for 0<(T<c,-c<p<c, and »! <P<GP , 
2c2(c-l)PA  ^  ^
= 0, otherwise. 
Then 
p* = - iiT 
-n r Z(y-p-Px)^  
ff expL JdPdcdp 
2cy^  
exp[- £iZ-Z!f5_]dpdcydii 
2cy2 
(3.38) 
Passing to the limit as c CO , 3 •38 becomes 
5^  
.06 o^o 
-n r Z(y-p-Px) -1 
' expL — Jd^ dcrclii 
P 
* _ yO J-"» 
^ rV- /® /"** 
' ^ /^ -nexp[. 
2cy2 
—CO V O V —CO 
(3.39) 
From 3.17 we obtain 
where 
2-n 
[aCix)]^  dp 
pj = -  ^ , (3.40) 
•'a 2^  
d; 
-00 
B(p) = Sx^  Z(y-p)2 - [ Z ( y - y ^ ) x f  , (3.1+1) 
and subject to n > 2 and B(p) > 0. The requirement that 
B(p) >0 was discussed in Section B of this chapter. 
We may write B(p) as 
B(p) = hji^  + gn + f, (3.^ 2) 
where 
n _ n _ n _ 
f = 2x2 zy2 _ (2xy)2 , (3.^ 3) 
n n n -
g = 2(2x Sxy - Sx'^  2y) , (3.^ ) 
and 
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n  n  
h = nZr - (Sx)^  . (3.45) 
Here we have, by Cauchy's inequality [c.f. Widder (29, p. 333)], 
f = 2%2 Zy2 _ (2xy)^  > 0. (3.^ ) 
Equality holds in 3.^ 6 only in uninteresting cases as pointed 
out in Section B of this chapter in conjunction with the 
requirement that B(p.) be greater than zero. 
Also 
h = nSx^  _ (2X)2 = nS(x-x)^  > 0 , (3.^ 7) 
with equality holding only when = constant for all 
i=l,2,...,n. Hence, for practical purposes, we need to 
consider only the case for which strict inequality holds in 
3.^  and 3.^ 7. 
Let us now define 
q = 4fh - g^  (3.48) 
and 
IC = irti • (3^ 9) 
q 
Further, since B(p) > 0 its discriminant is less than zero, 
i.e. 
-q = g2 - 4fh <0 
so that 
q > 0 . (3.50) 
We make use of the following st^ dard integral forms: 
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For m a positive integer, 
dp, 2h|t+g 2(2m-l)h / du 
ZT = • / . (3.51) 
= 2q"^  tan"^  [q"^ (2hn + g)] , (3.52) 
B(|i) 
dp _ 2(2hp+g) 
[B(p)]3/2 qB(p) 
and, for m > 2, 
(3.53) 
dp _ 2(2hp+g)  ^2k(m-l)/ dp 
(3.5^ ) 
We have now established the framework for investigating 
the improper integrals in 3.^ . We write the indefinite 
integral 
'CBW]~cI^ = / = !%(,) . (3.55) 
[B(p)]2" 
Then from Equations 3.51, 3.52, and 3.55 we obtain the 
recursion relationship 
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V.> •  ^• ï&a,,, o.„, 
for n even (n=6,8,10,...), where 
 ^ tan'^  Cq"^ (2hii+g)] , (3.57) 
and the prime (•) appearing in 3.56 and 3.57 denotes that the 
quantities g, h, and q are based upon.sample size n. 
Similarly Equations 3.53 - 3.55 give 
I^ (,) = 2(2h.^ S^)  ^Cgf") <3.58) 
-5— (n-4) 
(n-^ )q[B({i)] 
for n odd (n=7,9;ll,...) and 
2(2hn+g) 
I^ Cp) = 
(n-^ ) q[B(ii)]^  
(3.59) 
Since k = 4h/q, Equation 3.58 is the same as 3.56 and we 
write 
2(2h^ +g) k(n-5) , 
= :  ^ ' (3.60) 
(n-4)q[B(p.)] 
which holds for n odd or even (n=6,7,8,...). 
We now consider limiting forms of I^ (p.) as tends to 
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+0& and as p, tends to -oo . First vre consider given 
in 3•57. "Where q"^  denotes the positive root of q, we have 
lim = 2q~^  lim tan~^ C q'^ Cahii+g)] 
• jji >oo —>oo 
= 2q"^ (g + 2r7r) , (3.61) 
where r=0,1,2,..., and we call 7r/2 the "principal value" of 
lim tan Further discussion of principal values follows 
H—>00 
shortly. Similarly, 
lim = 2q"^ (_ g + 2rn) . (3.62) 
[i—00 
"Where denotes the positive root of h, we obtain 
Ita IcQi) = f lim 
lu_>oo  ^ q 11—>00 [B({i)]^  
2 
= - lim , 
q p—;>« ,i(h+I+-5j)^ 
by 3.^ 2, 
2 (2h) 4# 
T '  
(3.63) 
and similarly, 
I 
liiii IcXp) — — g • (3*6^ ) 
p. — 00 
From Equations 3.60 - 3.62 we obtain, for n even 
(n=6,8,10,...) 
2 ii(2ii+ f) k(n-5) , 
V- V-
= [ ] I ]  
n -If 
= 2q-^ (f ± 2r,) " ^ 
2''-'^ [(n^ ).]2 
n-4 and 
lim I (n) = 2q"^ (- I i 2r7r) . (3.65) 
2"-''[(a=k):]2 
Similarly, from Equations 3.60, 3.63, and 3,6^  we obtain 
for n odd (n.=7,9,ll,...) 
lim Ij^ (n) = _ lim T (n) 
H—>00 ji—5>- w 
60 
= îtïÈI? TT 
1 (3=7,9,11,...n) ()-'») 
. aï 
(n-4)[ (11-5)1 ] 
From 3.40 and 3.55 we obtain 
, ,3.„, 
Therefore 3.57, 3.61, 3.62 and 3.67 give 
2q^ (Z + 2r7r) - 2q ^ tan"^ [q"^ (2hii.+g)] 
= — 7~¥~ ] • (3-68) 
2q tan"^ [q (2hii^ +g)]-2q (- g + 2rnO 
In the equation 
-1 
tan w = z, 
z has the form 
z = 0 + 2r7r (r=0,l,2,...) , 
where 0, the "principal value," may be taken as 
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Hence, where 0^  and 9^  denote principal values in 
+ 2r7r = tan~^ [q"^ (2i#^ +g) ] 
and 
Zj = + 2r7r = tan"^ [q"^ (2hHj^ +g) ] , 
3.68 becomes 
P* = - . (3.69) 
l*j^ [2q-'^ (V f)] 
Alternatively, by considering only principal values in 3.67, 
3.68 may be written 
* 7r-2 tan"^ [q '^ (2hp^ +g)] 
tan-^ [q"^ (2]nl^ +g)] (3.70) 
From Equations 3.59, 3.63, 3.6^ , and 3.67 we obtain 
plf/ 2(2hpa+g)^  
p* , q - q[B(n2)rJ 
5 : 
r2(2h|tj.+g) 1^ 
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jij rB(nj)-| r2[hB(n^ )]^  - 2h|i^  -g-i 
" SChBCi^ j)?* + 2h^  +g-' 
"Where we again consider only principal values of tan"^ , 
for n=6,8,10,..., we obtain from 3.65 and 3.67 
n-4 
Trq'^  [(n-^ )l] 
< = ] 
f. -5-
7rq~^ k [ (n-4-) ] ] 
In(Pl) 
n-h 
= -^[ O ' ] -
Trq-'^ k ^  [(n-if)î]+2^ "^ C (S^ )î]^ Iji(lij) 
(3.72) 
For n=7,9,ll,...; we obtain from 3.66 and 3«67 
ifA ^  2°-gc(^ )i]^  
, Hj q(n-A-)[ (n-5) J] n ''A 
+ InCPT^  
q(n-4)(n-5)i 
63 
n-5 
= -_L — ]. 
 ^ + q(n-M-)C(n-5)i]In(tij) 
(3.73) 
Equations 3•70-3.73 give the test statistic for the 
s.p.r.t. which, from ¥ald (28, pp. 81,82), provides a solu­
tion to the modified problem discussed in Section A of this 
chapter (c.f. Equation 3.2), where the quantities g,h,q,k, 
B(n), and I^ (^ ) are given in 3.41 - 3.^ 5, 3.^ 8, 3.^ 9 and 
ct X^ cc 3.56. In practice the limits are taken to be (- 2 . 2) 
In this chapter, sequential test procedures utilizing 
concomitant information have been developed using Wald's 
weight-function approach. It can be seen that the test 
statistics are involved functions of the observations not 
readily amenable to theoretical study of their properties. 
Some numerical results on these are, however, discussed in 
Chapter IV. 
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IV. iraWERICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
A. A Conjecture About the Reduction 
in Average Sample Number Due to Use 
of Concomitant Information 
Consider testing against with normal 
observations y where we want the probability of rejecting 
given is true, to be and the probability of rejecting 
given is true, to be 02» When concomitant information 
is not used, let N^  denote the average sample number (a.s.n.) 
required to detect the difference as significant in 
fixed sample number experiments and Ng denote the corres­
ponding a.s.n. in sequential experiments. Further, when 
concomitant information is used, let C^  and Cg denote the 
a.s.n.'s required to detect as being significant in 
fixed sample number and sequential experiments respectively. 
It is then conjectured that, approximately, 
C, C» 
 ^4 • 
Cochran (9) states that use of covariance analysis (in 
fixed sample number experiments) reduces the experimental 
error variance cp to a value which is effectively about 
, Ct-s) 
where fg is the number of error degrees of freedom, and the 
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» 
factor involving f^  is needed to allow for errors in the 
estimated regression coefficient. Further, is proportional 
to (Jpî for example Davie s (I3, p. 32) gives 
. ("a, -
% = -1  ^> (^ .3) 
("i - "l' 
where u^  ^is the deviate of the standard normal curve which 
cuts off a single-tail area a^ . Then, from h,2 and ^ .3 we 
take Cf 
mately, 
. to be proportional to cr^ (l-y?^ ) and obtain, approxi-
Cf 2 
— = 1-/) (hM 
% ' 
so that our conjecture in 4-.1 becomes 
Co p 
ÏP = 1 - • (^ .5) 
s ' 
The conjectured a.s.n, reduction attributed to utilizing 
concomitant information in sequential experiments is there­
fore 
i.e. the reduction is proportional to the square of the 
correlation coefficient. 
Numerical evidence bearing on this conjecture is pre­
sented in the following section. 
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B. Monte Carlo Trials on 
the Large-Sample Test 
Data for a numerical study were generated on an IBM 707^ + 
at Iowa State University by the following procedure. First, 
observations u were generated from the uniform distribution 
by the power residue method as described in (1^ ). Then 
univariate normal observations z were obtained, each from 
m = 12 uniformly distributed observations, as 
m 
Z U4 - mE(u,-) 
z .= l2l , 
In this way, two independent sets of observations, 
and Z2i' /were obtained by generating each set independently 
from N(0,1). Then, to obtain bivariate normal observations 
(x,y) with E(x) = E(y) .= 0, cr^  = = 1, and correlation 
coefficient /p , we let 
y = z^  
and (4.7) 
2 jA 
X = (1-^  y . 
In the subsequent Monte Carlo trials it was required that 
E(y) take values other than zero, and this was accomplished 
by adding a constant to each y observation. 
Numerical studies were conducted on the following test 
procedures: the large-sample test with covariance developed 
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in Chapter II, which we denote as L^ : the corresponding 
large-sample test without covariance, Ig; the s.p.r.t. with 
covariance, S^ ; the s.p.r.t. without covariance, 8^ . 
The logs of the n-th stage test statistics for the above 
tests are as follows: 
Lj (see Equation 2.^ 0); 
îital (y. pi - ïiîïl) , fr.8) 
2 
where 
-.-.2 
S(x-x)^  
= sk (Syy - , 
XX 
XX 
and X, y are based on sample size n(n=3,4,...); 
12 = 
l'a + P-T , 
4 (y -
"y 
where 
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and 7 is based on sample size n(n=2,3 
Si: 
•(y - fx ) , (4.10) 
where 
and 
(y2 
, 
$2 [see Wald (28, pp. 118-120)]: 
(y - ) . (4.11) 
*2 2 
For all of these tests, the boundaries are taken to be 
log —22— and log the combinations of (a,, a^ ) used in 
l-a^  
the numerical studies were (0.05, 0.05), (0.05, 0.01), and 
(0.01, 0.05), and we denote the corresponding boundaries by 
B^ , Bg, and B^  respectively. 
In all trials we set 
he = 0 ' 
'x = 1 ' 
O y  =  1  ,  
and 
|ij^ = 0 . (4.12) 
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In order to obtain diverse, testing conditions and to check 
values in different series of trials. Also, a was altered 
by letting p take values 0,60, 0.75, and 0.90. In addition 
this provided a basis for investigating the a.s.n. conjecture 
discussed in "Section A of this chapter. 
In early numerical studies of the large-sample tests 
and L2 it was found that the error rates on the base 
hypotheses were far in excess of the nominal prespecified 
values 02* For example — from a representative series 
of 250 trials with ji = 0, = 0, = 0.4, and p - 0.75 
and from another series of 250 trials with n = 0.4, jij = 0, 
HA = 0.4, and p = 0.75 — the results for tests and Ig 
t I 
were as follows, where we let denote observed error 
rates corresponding to the specified theoretical error rates 
®1' ®2' 
error rate realizations, and py=p were given different 
L2 
I I 
°1) °2 ®1> ®2 
0.05, 0.05 
0.05, 0.01 
0.01, 0.05 
0.264, 0.204 0.156, 0.156 
0.264, 0.168 0.164, O.O8O 
0.196, 0.204 0.145, 0.160 
The corresponding results for tests Sj and 82 were: 
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J ®2 Œi) «a ®1> ®2 
0.05, 0.05 
0.05, 0.01 
0.01, 0.05 
0.032, 0.048 0.036, 0.052 
0.036, 0.004 0.040, 0.000 
0.008, 0.048 0.004, 0.048 
It appeared as though this difficulty obtained due to 
the large variability of the associated test statistics, in 
particular due to the variability of the variance estimators, 
at early stages when few degrees of freedom were available 
for estimation. The minimum sample numbers for test 
1,2 are n = 3 and n = 2 respectively, at which point only one 
degree of freedom is available for variance estimation. In 
the above series of 250 trials with ) = (0,0,0.4, 
0.75), for example, test decisioned 116 times on the third 
stage with boundary (corresponding to 02,02 ~ 0.05,0.05) 
and had a.s.n. = 8.40; test L2 decisioned 70 times on the 
second stage with boundary and had a.s.n. = 22.3^ -. The 
corresponding a.s.n.'s for 8^  and S2 were 16.64 and 39.32 
respectively. 
To obviate this difficulty associated with tests and 
L21 an empirical censoring scheme was introduced in .which 
supposedly premature decisions were ignored and sampling was 
continued until certain minimum stage numbers were 
attained after which a decision was recognized. 
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The computer program used for the numerical studie s made 
provision for considering seven different levels of censoring 
Nmin during each series of trials on a particular parametric 
combination (n /=?), but it was required that the 
be specified at the beginning of each series. Further, to 
study the type I error it was necessary to use parametric 
combinations with p = while parametric combinations 
having n = were required to study the type II error a^ . 
Thus, for a given range of the necessarily prespecified 
values Njjiinj it was quite unlikely that any particular 
t I 
would give error rates a^ , Og exactly equal to the specified 
values °2* proceeding in a trial-and-error manner it 
would have been possible to find levels which very 
nearly gave the desired error rates, but practical time and 
economic limitations necessitated using censoring levels 
N^ in which gave somewhat crude approximation to specified 
error rates. In general, the approximation was such that 
I I 
and 02 were less than or equal to and 02 for ~ °2 
= 0.05, while the reverse was true for 0% = 02= 0,01. To 
give some indication of the order of this approximation we 
consider the results from two representative series of 
trials, each consisting of 200 trials, the parametric com­
binations being (ji) = (0,0,0.^ ,0.75) and (n,nj,n^ , 
/^  ) = (0,4,0,0,4,0.75) . For these parametric combinations, 
tests 1,2 L2 were each censored at the tenth stage 
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with the following results; 
L2 
I t t I 
®1J ®2 ®1J °1' *2 
0.05, 0.05 
0.05, 0.01 
0.01; 0.05 
0.020; 0.040 0.020; 0.045 
0.020; 0.025 . 0.020; 0.025 
0.010; 0.040 6.015, 0.045 
It may be remarked that discrepancies greater than those 
It should be noted that the results of the necessarily 
limited numerical investigation to be presented in the 
remainder of this section serve only as a guide to the 
behavior of the large-sample tests. However; the actual 
scope of the investigation complicated the task of reporting 
the results because so many tables would have been needed for 
an exhaustive presentation. To simplify the presentation, 
symmetry in results was taken: advantage of by averaging 
•i 
(or pooling) these results and reporting them as one. For 
example; with boundary (for which 0^ ,02=0.05;0.05) the 
a.s.n. for each series of trials was approximately the same 
given Hrji (i.e. when ji=i4j) as when given so these numbers 
were averaged. The same was true for Bg (where a]_;a2 = 
0.05,0.01) given Ej, and B^  (where 02,12 ~ 0,01,0.05) given 
and for B^  given. and B2 given By combining results in 
appearing in the second row above were in fact rare 
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this manner, it is felt that the presentation is improved 
through the resultant simplification and is without serious 
distortion. 
Table 1 gives censoring levels for the large-sample 
test with covariance for the argument - n^ l/a. The 
corresponding results for the large-sample test ignoring 
covariance L2 are given in Table 2, The table headings state 
that each level of censoring is determined on the basis of 
200 trials with p = 200 trials with p = The 
meaning of this is that for each argument y ,  400 trials in 
all were conducted to find the level of censoring which 
II : 
gave a^ j 02 — 200 trials having to obtain 
and 200 trials having p = to obtain 
Table 1. Test L]_; censoring levels for argument 
= each determined from 200 trials 
with p=p2=0 and 200 trials with 
v-k P Yl \in 
0.20 0.75 0.30 25 
0.4-0 0.75 0.60 14 
0.72 0.60 0.90 10 
0.96 0.60 1.20 6 
1.20 0.60 1.50 5 
Table 2. Test Lg: censoring levels for argment 
Y2 ~ each determined from 
200 trials with p,=p,g,=0 and 200 trials with 
J»=I*A=Y2 
Y2 • m^in 
0.20 20 
o,ko 16 
0.72 10 
0.96 6 
1.20 4 
Inspection of Tables 1 and 2 shows that as y increases, 
the necessary level of censoring decreases very rapidly. As 
was mentioned earlier, the minimum sample numbers for tests 
and Ig ^ .re n = 3 and n = 2 respectively. Thus with y 
large — say y > 1.2 — censoring which delays a decision for 
only two or three stages would appear to be adequate. On the 
other hand, for y small — say y = 0.6 — it is necessary to 
delay decisions until around the fourteenth stage, and much 
longer as y becomes yet smaller. 
Table 3 presents the observed a.s.n., n, for test 
against argument y^  where the n has been averaged for | 
and | H^ , for Bgj and B^  | and for B^  \ Ep and B2 | Ej 
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(where we use the notation for example to denote 
Bg given H^ ). The analogous results are also given for 
the s.p.r.t. with covariance, Table if presents the 
corresponding results for the tests without covariance, 
Ii2 2^. The tabular entries reflect the a.s.n.'s 
resulting from the censoring levels %^ y^ iven in Tables 
1 and 2, Of course and Sg were not censored. 
A 
Tables 5 and 6 are the 7(n) analogues to Tables 3 and 
A 
where V(n) denotes the observed variance of the sample 
number. 
Caution should be used in comparing the large-sample 
tests with the s.p.r.t.'s for in general, the s.p.r.t.'s seem 
to be somewhat conservative in that they appear to have 
greater power than for which they were designed. This means 
that the a.s.n.'s for the s.p.r.t.'s are greater than would 
result if the nominal error probabilities were more nearly 
realized. As was pointed out earlier, the large-sample 
tests designed to give error rates = 0,05 (i=l,2) are also 
somewhat conservative since in general < aj_. However the 
large-sample tests designed to give error rates = 0.01 in 
general require more censoring since > aj_. Also in 
Table 3. Tests and a.s.n. for argmient each entry based 
on ^ -00 trials 
Ll Wl 
Yl or  ^ ijg 1 Hgi or 1 o r  or H*) BglHg, 6P ±5^  ) tttp or 
B3IHA B2IHA 
0.30 61.0 90.8 65.6 61.0 95.0 66.0 
0.60 19.6 25.4 20.6 17.2 25.6 19.2 
0.90 11.8 13.6 12.0 8.6 12.5 8.8 
1.20 7.1 8.1 7.2 5.0 , 6.9 5.4 
1.50 5.6 6.2 5.6 3.4 4.8 3.6 
Table 4-. Tests Lg and Sg* a.s.n. for argument ; each entry 
based on U-00 trials 
Lg $2 
2^ Bit(«T A^) 82!% or 
93)% 
B^ IHJ or 
B2IHA 
or H^ ) B21 % or 
53!% 
B^ |HJ or 
BziHA 
0.20 131.2 203.8 143.2 136.6 206.6 . 145.1 
0.40 34.2 50.2 37.3 35.8 54.4 38.0 
0.72 f4.6 18.2 l4.8 12.2 . 17.6 12.8 
0.96 8^.6 
'5.4 
11.0 8.8 7.3 10.8 7.5 
1.20 6.7 5.6 5.0 7.3 5.2 
Table 5» Tests L-, and Si: V(n) for argument Yt = |pA-pm|/o, each entry based on 
400 trials j. a i 
Si 
Yl B^ l (Hj or H^ ) Bg 1 Hrp or B^  1 Hrp or B^  1 (Hçp or H^ ) B 2 I o r  B3IHJ or 
B3IHA B3IHA B2IHA 
0.30 1669 3242 2202 2036 3303 2638 
0.60 97 217 123 134 233 210 
0.90 15 32 17 34 54 35 
1.20 6 14 8 10 l4 14 
1.50 2 4 • 2 5 7 5 
Table 6. Tests L2 and 82* V(n) for argument y2 ' each entry based on 
400 trials 
L2 ®2 
Yp Bil (Hçp or H^ ) Bgl % or B^  1 % or B^  1(H^  or H*) 82!% or B^ jH^  or 
B3IHA ®2l«A B3IHA B2IHA 
0.20 10136 17488 12910 11426 16250 13698 
0.40 454 1076 646 583 1019 714 
0.72 5^  100 57 68 113 82 
0.96 15 39 17 22 38 22 
1.20 6 13 7 13 24 1,1 
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comparing 7(n) for the large-sample, tests and for the 
s.p.r.t.'s, it should be noted that censoring, in general, 
A 
will tend to reduce V(n) since very small observations are 
eliminated. 
With the above remarks in mind, it will be noted that 
on the basis of the Monte Carlo results, the large-sample 
tests have a.s.n.'s which are approximately equal to those of 
A 
the corresponding s.p.r.t.'s and the V(n) are in general 
small for the large-sample tests. 
The cautionary remarks made above are also pertinent 
when one attempts to make meaningful comparisons between 
tests which utilize concomitant information and those which 
do not, i.e. versus and versus 8^ . Consider a given 
testing situation wherein all parameters and the base 
hypotheses Ep and are fixed, and consider the tests 
and Lg (vith the proper censoring levels) and and 82 which 
have all been designed to test the hypothesis Hp against 
with error probabilities «2* all of the tests give 
exactly the same error rates 02? it is con­
venient to describe such tests as being "analogues." But in 
a given series of trials, these tests give only approximately 
the same error rates a^ , and are thus actually only 
"approximate analogues." The order of this approximation was 
indicated earlier. Further, it is noted that since 
c = (Tyd- , 
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a particular series of trials has associated arguments 
Y = ~ 
and 
and it follows that 
Yl = iF Yz 2: Y2 ' 
with equality holding only when p - 0, Thus we may consider 
the pairs correspond to the various series of 
trials; then meaningful comparisons may be made in Tables 3-6 
by comparing results from tests which are "approximate 
analogues." The "approximate analogues" are indicated by the 
pairs YIJY2 ^  Table 7. For example, we see that the a.s.n. 
Table 7, Pairs indicating "approximate analoges 
Yi, Y2 
0.30, 0.20 
0.60, O.VO 
0.90, 0.72 
1.20, 0.96 
1.50, 1.20 
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entries in Table 3 (for tests and S^ ) for argument 
= 0,90 and the a.s.n. entries in Table h (for tests L2 and 
Sg) for argument = 0.72 come from tests which are "approxi­
mate analogues." 
By comparing only results from "approximate analagoues" 
(in an attempt to make meaningful comparisons) it is seen 
that the large-sample test utilizing concomitant information, 
A 
gives appreciably smaller a.s.n. and V(n) than the large-
sample test ignoring concomitant information, Ig. The same 
holds for the corresponding s.p.r.t.'s, and S^ . 
In section A of this chapter, it was conjectured that 
approximately (see ^ .5 and ^ .6) 
where Cg and Ng denote a.s.n. ' s needed to detect as 
being significant in sequential tests with and without con­
comitant information respectively. Results of trials with 
"approximate analogues" are used to investigate this con­
jecture. Table 8 gives the appropriate a.s.n. ratios needed 
to investigate the conjecture for s.p.r.t.'s, and 82* 
Table 9 gives the corresponding check for the large-sample 
tests and Lg* There are some multiple entries in these 
tables since more than one series of trials (with -"approxi­
mate analogues") were available on some values of 
Table 8. Observed a.s.n, 
^^ 00 trials 
(Sj^ ) to a.s.n. (Sg) ratios, each a.s.n. being based on 
P Conjectured 
ratio 
l-/o2 
Yi, Yg B^ l (Hj or H^ ) BglH^  or 
B3IHA 
BslHm or 
B^ IHA 
0.60 0.6^  0.90, 0.72 
1.20, 0.96 
1.50, 1.20 
0.70 
0.68 
0.68 
0.71 
0.64 
0.66 
0.69 
0.72 
0.69 
0.75 0.44 0.30, 0.20 
0.60, 0.40 'o-XI 
0.46 
0.47 
0.45 
0.50 
0.90 0.19 0.92, 0.40 0.22 0.22 0.23 
Table 9. Observed a.s.n. 
400 trials 
(L]^ ) to a.s.n. (Lg) ratios, each a.s.n. being based on 
P Conjectured 
ratio 
1-/2^  
Yi, Yg (H^  or %) BglHj or 
B3I % 
B31 or 
B2IHA 
0.60 0.64 0.90, 0.72 
1.20, 0.96 
1.50, 1.20 
0.81 
0.82 
1.04 
0.75 
0,74 
0.93 
0.81 
0.82 
1.00 
0.75 0.V+ 0.30, 0.20 
0.60, 0.^ 0 
0.46 
0.57 
0.46 
0.51 
0.46 
0.55 
0.90 0.19 0.92, 0.40 0.33 0.25 0.31 
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It is seen from Table 8, when 8^  and 82 are compared, 
that the numerical results are in quite close agreement with 
the conjecture on relative a.s.n,, but — in general — the 
gain from using concomitant information is slightly less than 
conjectured. The comparison based on large-sample tests did 
not give such close agreement with the conjecture, in general, 
as seen in Table 9. The agreement is not too bad on P - 0,75 
but is particularly bad on  ^= 0.60, Part of the latter 
difficulty is due to trials in which and y g were both 
large so that censoring played a large role in determining 
the average.sample numbers. 
In summary, the results of the Monte Carlo suggest that 
the large-sample tests compare quite favorably with their 
respective s.p.r.t, counterparts on the bases of a.s,n, and 
A 
7(n) (see Tables 3-6). Also, appreciable reduction in a.s.n. 
A 
and V(n) may be realized by utilizing concomitant information 
(see Tables 3-9). There is, however, one major drawback 
associated with the large-sample tests5 they must be censored, 
and — in the Monte Carlo trials described herein — we have 
used- our knowledge of Cy and a to determine the appropriate 
level of censoring. In practice, of course, a and Cy. will 
seldom be known. It was pointed out, however, that if 
1" ^T1 known to be "large" relative to the standard 
deviation very little censoring is required. In situations 
where the experimenter has some knowledge about the standard 
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deviation, say from a pilot study, Tables 1 and 2 provide a 
rough guide to the amount of censoring required. In general, 
if the true standard deviation exceeds thé value used to 
determine the level of censoring, y will be overestimated 
and the error probabilities of the resulting test will exceed 
the predetermined values. When the true standard deviation 
is less than the value used to determine the level of cen­
soring, the reverse will be true, i.e. an overly conservative 
test will result with an associated loss of efficiency. 
In situations where the experimenter is in complete 
ignorance about the standard deviation, the optimum course 
of action is not clear. A possible approach, but one which 
is open to criticism, is the following: We note that even 
when Y is "large" (see Tables 1 and 2), decisions are delayed 
at least until around the fifth stage. Therefore, observa­
tions from the first five stages might be used to give a 
pilot estimate of the standard deviation. This approach is 
at best a precarious one, however, since the variance.of the 
estimated standard deviation is large for n small. Indeed 
this condition contributes greatly to the need for censoring. 
Further work is needed before a strong recommendation can be 
made on this point. 
8h 
C. "Weight-Function Tests: 
Numerical Examples 
In Chapter III the weight-function approach was used 
to develop sequential test procedures for utilizing con­
comitant information. Two hypothesis formulations were 
considered. Formulation 1 is 
for one-sided alternatives, and 
for two-sided alternatives, where — for simplicity — we let 
+p,^  = p-Qi+d (d being a specified constant) when {ij ^  0. . In 
addition a modification of formulation 1, 
Srp • j > 
was considered. 
Formulation 2 is 
Hj : ii=p.j+ya 
for one-sided alternatives and 
=ya (y being a specified constant 
> 0) 
for two-sided alternatives. 
We shall designate the weight-function test procedures 
with the notation f(i,j,k), (i,j,k=l,2); here f(i,j,k) 
denotes the procedure for the i-th formulation with j-sided 
alternatives utilizing covariance denoted by k = 1 and 
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without COvariance denoted by k = 2. For example, f(1,2,1) 
denotes the test procedure for formulation 1 with two-sided 
alternatives when covariance is utilized, f(2,l,2) signifies 
the test procedure for formulation 2 with one-sided alterna­
tives and ignoring covariance, etc. For the modification of 
formulation 1, we shall denote the associated test procedures 
by m(l,l) when covariance is used and by m(l,2) when covari­
ance is ignored. 
For reference, the n-th stage test statistics (P^ )cor­
responding to each test procedure are given below. 
f(1,1,1) (see Equation 3.14): 
f(l,l,2): 
n-1 
2 
(4.14) 
f(1,2,1) (see Equation 3.36): 
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and 
2 [nSx^  - (Sx)'^ ] nS 
c = - Y XX 2 
 ^ 22x2 22x2 
Also, F(^ ,^ 5z) denotes the confinent hypergeometrlc function 
which is tabulated in (26). 
f(2,l,2): 
T>* — _ 
2 '2' 
P =
(n.2).,r^ b^  2 2^ .^  2 2Vai 
for n = ^ ,6,8,..., and 
* c-i n—1 1 b-i 
Pn = ® 
(n-2) ! nib? n-2 1 bf , 
2n-3[(a|i)!]\ 2 '2'w' 
(.h.19) 
for n = 3,5,7,..., where 
&! = § 2(y-iij)^  , 
~ Y2 5 (4.20) 
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and 
*1 = - # Y2 ; 
f(2,2,1) (see Equation 3.33) 
P: = , m.2i) 
where a, b, and c are given by ^ .l8; 
f(2,2,2) [Wald's sequential t-test as given by Arnold in 
(27, p. vi)3: 
* c-i n—1 1 bn 
Pn = G ' (4^ 22) 
where a^ j b^ , and Cj are given by ^ .20; 
m(l,l) (see Equations 3.70-3.73): 
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2 
= Cg)! + ^ 2^- + &2 ) 
= 2q"^  tan"^ [ q ^ (2c2ii + t^ )] 
= 2(202* + bg) q"^ CB(ti)]"^  , 
and, for n = 6,7,8,..., 
2(2c2[i+M k(n-5) I 
In(p) r + • pCp) . (4.24) 
^ (n-h) *-2 
(n-4)q[B(ii)] 
In the recursion formula for I^ (p.) in 4.24, the prime (*) 
denotes that the quantities Cg, bg, q,k, and B(p) are based 
on sample size n. Also in 4.24, the quantity tan^ L^ q'^ (2c2|i 
+ bg)] is the "principal value," i.e. the solution lying 
between -7r/2 and Tr/2 as was discussed in Section E, Chapter 
III. 
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* V-rnF Tr-2 tan""^ [p"^ 2(3li.-2y)] -, 
P- - - —1_ J J 
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p[D(p)]# 
and for n=5,6, 7 , . . . ,  
Jn(li)- = + T-%^  o(K) • (^ .26) 
(n-3q[D(p)] 
a=i (n-3)Syy "n-2' 
To ensure correct interpretation of the recursion 
formulae in 4.24- and 4.26 needed for tests m(l,i) and 
m(l,2), we consider an example. It is sufficient to illus­
trate the proper procedure for m(l,l) since the correct 
procedure for m(l,2) follows in the analogous way. 
Assume that we have taken n = 8 observations x,y so that 
we wish to calculate Pg, and hence require 
IsCj^ T^ * The correct use of the recursion formula in 4.24 is 
to calculate 
j;<.). 
(8J+)q[B(p)] -
where Cg, t»2» and B(n) are all "based on n = 8 
tions. To compute I^ Cn) we again use the recursion 
and obtain 
observa-
formula 
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where 
« \ 2(2c2(i+b2) k(6-5) 
i,(,) g + —
2 (6-M-) 
(6-2)q[B(!i)] 
= 2q"^  tan""^ [q"^ (2c2H+b2)] 
and the quantities C2, b2, q, k, and B(ji) appearing in the 
t I 
expressions for and are again based on n = 8 
observations (and not n = 6 and n = 4 respectively). In the 
corresponding way the recursion formula in 4.26 is used to 
obtain JgCn) in calculating the test statistic for test 
m(l,2). 
Monte Carlo trials have not yet been conducted on the 
weight-function tests. These tests have been used and the 
% 
test statistics are exhibited for a simple example which 
follows. 
Table 10 gives 8 bivariate observations (x,y) generated 
from a bivariate normal population having = Hy = 0, 
= Q-y = 1, and yO = 0.60. The observations were obtained 
by the method described in Section B of this chapter. 
The weight-function test procedures were used to analyze 
the data in Table 10 where in and were taken to be 0 
and 1.2 respectively in formulation 1, so that Y2 
become 1.5? 1.2 for formulation 2. 
9h 
Table 10. Bivariate observations from the bivariate normal 
population having a^ =cSy=l, and /o =0.60 
Stage ZQ Yn 
number 
n 
1 -0.9^ 23 -0.2365 
2 0.9119 0.0942 
3 0.4100 0.1209 
1+ 1.1903 0.9693 
5 -0.0831 -1.5913 
6 0.3202 -0.4569 
7 1.2796 0.7861 
8 -0.3491 0.1692 
It is recalled'that in the modification of formulation 
1, we required < 0 < so that the weight functions would 
be properly defined (see Section E, Chapter III). As was 
indicated earlier, the test of p <0 versus p > 1.2 on y may 
be obtained equivalently by testing, for example, p. < -1 
versus p > 0.2 on y' = y-1. Hence, test procedures m(l,l) 
andm(l,2) were performed on the data of Table 10 with y 
being replaced by y-1 and with taken to be -1, 0.2. 
The test results are reported in Table 11 which gives 
the value of each test statistic at each stage until 
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termination. In conducting the tests, a^ , were taken to 
be 0.05, 0.05 so that the boundaries were 
= 0.053, —^  = 19 . 
1-ai —- «1 
Then, each test procedure was as follows: 
At the n-th stage, the test statistic P* was computed. 
If PQ < 0.053} the procedure was terminated and was 
accepted. If P^  > 19, the procedure was terminated and 
was accepted. If 0.053 < P* < 19, no decision was made and 
we continued to the next•stage.. 
Inspection of Table 11 shows that all of the test 
procedures based on formulation 1 accepted Ej, (correctly) at 
the third stage (it is noted that - p-rj. is relatively-
large) . The computations of these test statistics were 
continued through further stages out of academic interest, 
and to compare their behavior with other test statistics 
which could not be calculated until subsequent stages. For 
it was seen in Chapter III that some of the test procedures 
were not defined for n small. For example, from Equation 
k-.iy we see that P^  for f(2,1,1) is not defined for n = 3 
since F(0,^ ;^ ) is not defined. Also, for n small, some 
entries in Table 10 are blank because the hypergeometric 
function F(~,^ ;z) is not tabulated in (26) for m < 3. Hence 
from ^ .17 and 4.19 we see that P{^  and P^  for f(2,l,l) could 
not be calculated from (26), nor could P^  and Pi^  for 
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* 
Table 11. Test statistics P_ calculated from the data in 
Table 10 
Test Stage number n 
procedure 3 4 5 6 7 8 
f(1,1,1) 0.051 0.073 0.105 0.043 
f(l,l,2) 0.018 0.108 0.083 0.031 
f(1,2,1) 0.052 0.066 0.220 0.164 0.106 0.018 
f(l,2,2) 0.018 0.073 0.116 0.062 0.028 
m(l,l) —  —  —  0.571 0.330 0.091 0.036 
m(l,2) 0.407 0.914 0.34-6 0.087 0.082 0.032 
f(2,l,l) —  —  — —  —  0.001 
f(2,l,2) —  — —  —  —  —  0.013 
f(2,2,l) —  —  —  —  0.043 
f(2,2,2) 0.239 0.038 
f(2,l,2). Similarly, Equations 4^ 21 and h.22 show that 
and for f(2,2,1) and P^  for f(2,2,2) could not be calcu­
lated using the tables in (26). From Table 11 we see that 
test procedures f(1,1,1) and f(l,l,2), having accepted 
on stage 3 do not again accept Hq, until stage 6. Test 
procedure f(1,2,1), after accepting Hrj, on stage 3, does not 
accept again until stage 8, and test f(l,2,2) does not 
re-accept until stage 7. 
A point made in passing is that for test procedure 
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f(2,2,2) it is possible to calculate a lower bound on the 
sample number required to accept is accepted when 
From ^ .20 and ^ .22 we see that this is the condition that 
.2 
* n-1 1 b^  
log Pa = + log F(—igSg-) 
= - 2 Yg + log 
ap 
< log 
1—^2 
P p 
n-1 1 bf bf 
Since —) > 1 (with equality holding only for -=-
2  ^M-ai 
= 0) it follows that cannot be accepted until 
Y5  ^
For the case in point, f(2,2,2) cannot accept until 
n > ^ .09, i.e. until stage 5. 
The corresponding bound for test f(2,2,l) is 
n > - log 
Sxxr? ' 
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but this is less useful since it depends on sample observa­
tions (x). 
We now discuss an apparent difficulty associated with 
the test procedures for formulation 1. Consider test pro­
cedure f(l,l,2) with P* given by 4.1^ . Writing 
for y-p^  ve obtain 
2 2 2(y—Jim) p.m)n(y—n » )+n({i.—p.m) 
 ^= 1 +  ^  ^  ^ (^ .27) 
2(y-p.^ )^  
If we write y-y+y-p^  for y-p.^ , h,27 becomes 
2(y-iij)^  2n(ii^ -li^ ) (y- ) 
2(y-n^ )^  2(y-y)^ -2(y-ii^ )2(y-y)+n(y-HA)^  
= (^ .28) 
S^ +Cy-li^ )^  
s2 _ . (4.29) 
n 
where 
Hence, letting 
V-.+V-n 
f(y) = , (4.30) 
s^ +Cy-p.^ )^  
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4.14 becomes 
n-1 
P: = [ 5^ ] = [i^ f(y)] . m.3i) 
z(y-PA)2 
2 If then S is fixed, we have from 4.30, 
_lim f(y) = _lim f(y) = 0 , 
y—^  CO y-—^  — CO 
so that upon holding n and fixed, 4.31 gives 
__lim P* = _lim P* = 1 . (4.32) 
y—>00 y_—^  _oo 
The practical significance of 4.32 is that P* tends 
toward unity when the true mean n differs greatly from both 
and therefore the test procedure would tend to 
continue much longer before accepting either Ej, or A 
simple example illustrates this behavior. Suppose we are 
testing'Hrj,:^ L=0 against Hj^ :|x=2 with 0^ =02=0.01. If we observe 
six successive observations of y=3, we have 
* 5/2 
P^  = 9 = 243 > 99 
and the test procedure terminates with acceptance of 
However, if we observe successive observations of y=10, we 
require 23 stages to accept which is surprising and 
apparently inconsistent with the earlier acceptance in the 
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previous case. 
It has not been substantiated analytically whether this 
behavior obtains in the formulation 1 test procedures utiliz­
ing concomitant information, but their parallel development 
might indicate the affirmative. Close examination of the 
basis on which these test procedures were developed is help­
ful in considering this point. For illustrative purposes 
consider test f(1,1,2). It is seen from Sections A and B of 
Chapter III that the parameter space A = (p,P;C) was divided 
into mutually exclusive regions, the region of preference 
for = ({ij,p,cT), the region of preference for 
= and the region of indifference which we may 
denote as Aj = ,cr), where for simplicity we are 
assuming In this framework, we have made no 
specific provision for the cases when ji > and p < 
Hence it is not too surprising to find that when y tends to 
differ appreciably from both and (that is either 
y « < (1^  or |ij < [L^  « y) the sample number required to 
reach a decision tends to increase. For indeed the sample 
evidence in such a situation tends to show a preference for 
neither nor As a result, efficient usage of 
the formulation 1 test procedures requires critical assess­
ment of the base hypotheses and If neither nor 
is close to the true mean p., an unduly large sample might be 
required before a decision can be made. 
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To avoid the above discussed difficulty, we considered 
the modification of formulation 1, 
(fij < 0 < 
Thus, for test m(l,l), the division of the parameter space 
à = (p,P,c) is given by , 
and so that the regions are mutually-
exclusive and exhaustive. 
It is not anticipated that this problem carries over 
into the formulation 2 procedures, or at least into these 
procedures developed for two-sided alternatives. The test 
statistic for procedure f(2,2,2) is in fact that given by 
Arnold in (27, p. vi) for Wald's sequential t-test, this test 
being optimum in the sense discussed in Section A, Chapter 
III. To develop this test, ¥ald (28, p. 83) divided the 
parameter space into three mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
regions -- 6% = (iijjffy) = {p. such that Yg^ y'^ y)' 
and = (p. such that < Y2*y)*y)' h^e close parallel 
in the developments of tests f(2,2,2) and f(2,2,l) and the 
resulting similarities in the form of their test statistics 
(see Equations 4.21 and 4.22) might suggest that f(2,2,l) 
is free of this problem. But this can be no more than a 
conjecture due to the- lack of substantiating theory at 
present and in absence of Monte Carlo experience. It is 
hoped to subject this point to further examination. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A. Summary 
The- problem of utilizing measured concomitant informa­
tion in sequential trials for comparing two treatments has 
been studied. Successive subjects are paired, each member 
of each pair being randomly allocated to one of the two 
treatments. The analysis is based upon the treatment 1 
minus treatment 2 response differences y=y-^ -Y2 and the cor­
responding concomitant observation differences x=x^ -Z2, where 
X and y are assumed to follow the bivariate normal distribu-
2 2 tion with, parameters ^  =ii, p. =0, cr , cr , and correlation y  ^ X y 
coefficient p . Alternatively, it follows that we may 
consider the problem as being that of sequentially testing 
hypotheses about the mean of a normal variable y when a 
normally distributed variable x, having mean zero and being 
correlated with y, may be observed. 
Sequential procedures have been developed for two basic 
formulations of the test hypotheses. Formulation 1 is 
versus for one-sided alternatives and 
%:H=HQI versus for two-sided alternatives, where — 
for simplicity — we let + denote jirp+d, d being a speci­
fied constant. In addition a modification of formulation 1, 
versus (pT^ A^.) is considered. Formulation 2 
is versus for one-sided alternatives and 
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versus Iji-fijl = yc for two-sided alternatives, 
Y being a specified constant. 
The hypotheses under consideration are composite since 
nuisance parameters are present. Hence, Wald's s.p.r.t, 
(sequential probability ratio test), which provides a satis­
factory solution for testing simple hypotheses, is not direct­
ly applicable. Two approaches to the problem are proposed 
which do, however, make use of the basic Wald framework. 
In Chapter II a large-sample test procedure is developed 
for formulation 1. It is shown that the Wald-type test in 
which nuisance parameters are replaced by maximum likelihood 
estimates is asymptotically equivalent to the s.p.r.t, (in 
which these parameters are specified). Without modification, 
however, this large-sample test appears to decision premature­
ly in small samples resulting in excessive error realizations 
on the base hypotheses. Results from an empirical investiga­
tion, which are reported in Chapter 17, suggest that the 
large-sample test may be "censored" (by allowing termination 
only after a specified stage) to obtain satisfactory error 
rates. However the appropriate degree of censoring appears 
to be dependent in a not yet elucidated way upon 
and cr. The results of Monte Carlo trials in which censoring, 
average sample number, and variance of sample number are 
studied for specified values of ln^ -iijl/0 are given for the 
large-sample procedure as for the corresponding large-sample 
!(&-
procedure which ignores concomitant information. Monte 
Carlo results on a conjecture concerning the reduction of 
sample size due to the utilization of concomitant information 
are also reported. 
The Monte Carlo results showed that the censored large-
sample test procedures in general had average sample numbers ' 
of the same order as those of their corresponding s.p.r.t.'s 
while the observed variance of the sample number for each 
« 
large-sample procedure was smaller than that of the corres­
ponding s.p.r.t. Further, it was seen that appreciable gains 
resulted from utilizing concomitant information, although 
the gains were slightly less in general than had been 
conjectured. 
In Chapter III sequential procedures for both basic 
formulations of the hypotheses and for the modification of 
formulation 1 were developed by using Wald's weight-function 
approach to the problem of composite hypothesis testing. In 
essence, this approach involves specifying parametric weight-
functions so that in turn a form of a prior (parametric) 
distribution is determined. Then the s.p.r.t. based upon 
this prior distribution is such that the "weighted average" 
of thé error probabilities for parametric points lying in the 
acceptance-rejection regions correspond to specified theoreti­
cal values. Although ¥ald (28, pp. 20^ -207) showed that 
"optimum" weight fimctions exist for the sequential t-test, 
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that is weight functions which assure that nominal theoreti­
cal error probabilities are not exceeded for any parametric 
points in the acceptance and rejection regions, no general 
existence theorems are available. It has not been determined 
whether the weight-functions used in Chapter III are optimum. 
Although the associated computations are somewhat labor­
ious by desk calculator, the test statistic for each weight-
function procedure has been presented either in an explicit 
form or in a form which makes use of existing tables, 
B. Concluding Remarks 
¥e now examine briefly the correlation structure in 
general and as it pertains to our model assumptions given in 
Chapter I. In situations where treatment responses and 
concomitant observations are highly correlated, we propose 
to advantageously use this correlation when comparing two 
treatments. The technique involves pairing successive 
observations and analyzing treatment 1 minus treatment 2 
response differences y=yi-y2 the corresponding concomi­
tant observation differences x=X2-^ 2 y,x are assumed 
to be bivariate normally distributed with parameters 
p p (1^ =0, cTy, and correlation coefficient yo . 
We define the vector z to be 
2' = (x^  Xg y^  yg) (5.1) 
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and consider the case where the covariance structure is 
given as 
I.e. 
Gov (z,z') = 
t t It 
' 2  
A"-® 
t t 
x^ y 
'2 
= ^ x. (1=1,2) , 
= \ (1=1,2) , 
/'l = /% _ for i=j (i,j=l,2) , 
irfj 
/z (1,0=1,2) , 
and 
x^ 
(5.2) 
It is noted that in practice the pairing of successive 
observations might induce positive correlation between x^  and 
X2 (so that Py^ ) and between and y2 (so that /O^ O), 
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Since ysy^ -y^  and we have 
/>" ff = Cov (x,y)=E[(Xj^ -EXj^ )-(X2-EX2)][ (y2-Eyj^ )-(y2-Ey2)] 
= 2 /'iVy - 2 /'aVy = 2Vy( P\- ^2^ (5-3) 
Then, since 
. 4 = ®X3_-X2 = /&) 
and . 
4 = 'y^ -yg = Z'y) ' 
Equation 5.3 may be written as 
/^ y^  ^^  • (5»^ ) 
In Chapter I, observations were assumed to be indepen­
dent and so with and X2 independent and with y^  and ^ 2 
independent, it follows that p^ Q giving (from ^ ,h) 
P— /^2 * (5*5) 
Thus the correlation for the differences x, y is precisely 
that correlation exhibited between x^  and y^  (and between 
X2 and y2) of which we wish to take advantage. 
If, however, subjects do not enter the study in a random 
manner, the other correlations may be unequal to zero. Then 
/O is the function of and yOy given in and 
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we see that it may exceed or be less than 
Within the covariance structure given in 5.2, we have 
the cases 
(5.8) 
A' Fz > 0, /'xi /^ y > -0 , (5.9) 
Px >0. 7^2 < 0, /^, < 0 , (5.10) 
and 
/'l < 0, P^ >^  ^ /^ ,/y < 0 , (5.11) 
amongst which the cases of immediate practical interest are 
A > > 0 (5.12) 
and 
A < /'g <  ^° 
From ^,k we see that in the cases 5.12 and 5.13 the 
tendency for | ^  ] to be "small" when and /^2 have the same 
sign tends to be offset by C(l-/5^)(1- /^y) being "large" 
since and are positive. It would appear that a 
thorough study of the effect of correlated observations on 
the magnitude of )^| would require more knowledge of the 
exact or relative magnitudes of the absolute values of 
Pi, ^2'i /^x' /^y* Other than that, it is possible to 
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put somewhat loose bounds on | ^ 1 by considering, for exam­
ple, cases 5» 12 and 5.13 wherein = /?y. = /^ * , and 
j f^ i\ k I yD I > I yOgi J say. We then obtain the bounds 
max [0, _l4Lk^ ] < JflLM = 1^ 1 < 
1 - l/'al 1 - /» 1- 1/\1 
There are several other important areas which require 
further research and it is of interest to discuss some of 
these in the light of the progress made. First, knowledge 
of the properties of the sequential procedures developed 
herein is very limited. For that matter, very little is 
known about the properties of other sequential tests for 
composite hypotheses in general. In fact, Johnson (16), in 
his extensive survey of sequential analysis, has pointed out 
that in most situations we have not even approximate formulae 
for the average sample niimber and operating characteristic 
functions. Some authors have reported Monte Carlo experience 
in lieu of theoretical derivations and useful information can 
be obtained in this way. The results of Monte Carlo trials 
with the large-sample procedures of Chapter II have been 
reported and there is a need for at least a comparable 
numerical investigation of the weight-function tests of 
Chapter III. To accomplish this, however, a study of simpli­
fying transformations and/or the construction of special 
tables might be required due to the complexity of the 
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associated test statistics. 
Secondly, other approaches to the problem could perhaps 
be profitably studied. In particular, Jackson and Bradley 
(15) report on another approach to testing composite hypothe­
ses which has found fairly general usage. It is the method 
of frequency functions proposed by Goldberg as described, for 
example, by Nandi (19). This method makes use of sufficient 
statistics having distributions not dependent on nuisance 
parameters. Following this approach, Rushton (20, 21) and 
Arnold in (27) independently developed a sequential t-test. 
In the frequency function method, successive values of the 
test statistic are taken to be the observations; hence, the 
observations are dependent and much of Wald's work does not 
apply. Barnard (5, 6) and Cox (11) establish conditions 
under which the frequency function of a test statistic may 
be used in a s.p.r.t. so that the expected error probabilities 
remain approximately at the predetermined levëls. However, 
Jackson and Bradley (15) have found the verification of these 
conditions to be nontrivial and it has usually been omitted 
by authors using the method. A study of this method in 
conjunction with the current problem would be of interest. 
A third important area for future study is that of 
truncation or closure. The sequential procedures discussed 
in this thesis are of an "open" design in that there is no 
finite upper bound on the sample number required to reach a 
Ill 
decision. The possibility of exceptionally large sample 
sizes is somewhat -undesirable in general, and in some cases -
the uncertainty of the point of termination may vitiate the 
use of sequential techniques. For example, knowledge of at 
least the maximum sample size may be needed for administra­
tive reasons. For this reason some authors have constructed 
"closed" (or "truncated") designs in which termination prior 
to or at the N-th stage, say, is assured. Armitage^  (2, p. 30) 
reports that the first author to suggest specially constructed 
closed-; designs (rather than arbitrarily truncated open 
designs) was Bross (8). A more general class of closed 
designs was introduced by Armitage (1), and using some of the 
theory developed by Armitage in that paper, Schneiderman and 
Armitage (22, 23) described closed designs for univariate 
tests concerning the mean of a normal population with known 
and unknown variance and presented results from Monte Carlo 
trials. This work should provide a useful starting point 
for an investigation of truncated weight-function tests 
utilizing concomitant information. 
There are yet other areas which merit study. One, for 
example, is the extension of results to the case of several 
concomitant variables. Another is the consideration of more 
than two treatments as in sequential analysis of covariance 
and/or sequential multiple comparisons which utilize available 
concomitant information. 
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VIII. APPENDIX 
A. Proof of a Theorem, 
Corollary, and Two Lemmas 
Theorem 1; 
If 
(1) = 0(n-^ , (i=l,2,...,r) 
(11) E(^ )^ = 0(n-^ ), (1=1,2,...,s) 
and 
(iii) n"^ C^  > 0 , 
then 
Proof: 
Given any A, X > 0, we must show 
P( (Y^ l < A) > 1- X (8.1) 
for n sufficiently large. 
Condition (i) is that there exists an > 0 such that 
kil < (8.2) 
for all n. 
Condition (ii) is that there exists a > 0 such that 
2 1 
E(Bni) < (8.3) 
for all n. Let 
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H = " 1^ 1 i ^  . 
= K, otherwise, (8.4j 
where 
Then 
K > ^  
E(B^ )^ < K^ n"^  < K^ n"^  (8.5) 
for ail n. 
Condition (iii) is that, given 6, X > 0, 
P( I n"^ C^  \  <  A )  > l - \  (8.6) 
for n sufficiently large. 
Let 
®i = [ ] ' (1=1,2,...,r) (8.7) 
where our notation denotes that is the event (set) that 
(in which) | | < M^ n"^ . Similarly, let 
Si = [ I 1 < ] , (i=l,...,s) (8.8) 
and let r+s 
^ " [ l^nl ^ ] . (8.9) 
( it %}( tt Ki) 
• i=l^  i=l ^  
Then the event denoting simultaneous occurrence of events 
jRpjS^ j... ,Sg,r is the intersection of these events 
which we denote as 
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r s 
V = ( IT iU)( TT 8i)T (8.10) 
1=1 1=1 
Letting 
W = [ I Yg I < Ù ] (8.11) 
we see that 
V =» ¥ 
so that 
P(W) > P(V) . 
We wish to show that 
P(W) > 1-X 
for n sufficiently large. 
Letting an asterisk denote the complement (for example, 
V* denotes the complement of V), we have 
P(W) > P(V) = 1-P(V*) 
r s 
= 1-P( 2 RJ + Z SX + T*) 
i=l i=l 
>l-[ S P(RÎ)+ 2 P(8Î)+P(I*)] . (8.12) 
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
- Now 
by 8.7, 
P(Ri) = P( I Anil < M^ n"^ ), 
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by 8.2, so that 
P(R*) = !-?(%) = 0. (8.13) 
And; 
P(8i) = PCl^ il < , 
by 8.8, 
= P(4<K;2n-l) 
. 1 - ^  .  
K^ 2n-1 
by Tchebycheff's inequality, 
KÎn-^  
> 1- — 
K^ n^-l 
by 8.5, 
- ^ ) 
- ^ ' (8-lV) 
by 8.4, Thus 
, PCS*) = 1 - PC8i) < ill • (8.15) 
Further, ' r+s-2 
, 1 i n 2. . 
PCT) = P[|n~-^Cj^l < r s . 
C TT Mi) ( TT K?) 
1=1 1=1 
120a 
by 8.9, 
> n \ n \ \ <  —  — ]  ,  
( TT M,.)( TT K.) 
i=l ^  i=l ^  
> 1 (8.16) 
s+l 
for n sufficiently large, since n^ C^^  ——> 0. 
Therefore 
, k P(T ) = 1 - P(T) < , (8.17) 
s+l 
for n sufficiently large. 
Finally — from Equations 8.12, 8.13, 8.15, and 8.17 
we obtain 
P(W) >1 — - — 
s+l s+l 
120 b 
— 1 — X ; 
for n sufficiently large, thereby completing the proof. 
We now state and prove a corollary to Theorem 1. 
Corollary; 
Theorem 1 holds for r=0, s>2 and for r>2, s=0; i.e. if 
we allow r or s to be zero in Theorem 1, the theorem remains 
true for r+s>2. 
0 
A formal proof of this corollary is not required, 
because the proof follows easily from that for Theorem 1 by 
merely considering the two cases r=0, s>2 and r>2, s=0 
separately. 
The two lemmas are now given. 
Lemma 1: 
If 
CD Djj > 0 
and 
(11) En 0 , 
then 
Lemma 2: 
If 
A£ > 0 , (i=l,2,...,k) 
then 
k 
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Proofs for Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 may be developed in a 
manner similar to that used in proving Theorem 1. However, 
the lemmas follow as special cases of a more general proposi- -, 
tion due to Slutsky (24). Slutsky showed that if (i=l, 
2,...,m) are random variables which converge in probability 
to the constants y^ (i=l,2,,., ,ffl) respectively, then any 
rational function R(YnlJ^ n2'• * • »^ nm^  converges in probability 
to the constant R(yi,y2j• • • jJin^  > provided that this constant 
is finite. 
B. Maximum Likelihood Estimators 
Let 
n 
L = log TT f(x.,y.;ji,p,cr,(T ) 
i=l 
2 2 
=-n(log2Tr+log cr +l o g  a ) -  — — .  ( 8 , 1 8 )  
2a: 2^ 2 
By differentiation, we obtain in the usual way 
Î = y - gx , 
: _ Z(z-%) (y-y) = ^ 
r ~ _ p 3""^  ) 
S(x-x) ®xx 
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and 
ja = Mil! = 6) , (8.19) 
C. Expectation and Variance of P,CT^  
From 1.12 and 1.13 we have 
yy I 3^  = p + Pxj + Bj ; ej NI(e;0,cy^ ) . (8.20) 
We consider first the expectation of p. By 8.19 
P = ; 
Sxx 
therefore we have 
 ^ S(x-x)(7-y) 
2(x-x)[p(x-x) + (e-e)] 7 I =C , 
2(x-x)^  
by 8.20, 
where 
= P + Pp I X , (8.21) 
g 
Pe = , (8.22) 
XX 
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and it is seen that 
E(Pe| z) = 0 . (8.23) 
Hence, from 8,21 and 8,23, we obtain 
E(p) = E[E(f| %)] = p . (8.2lf) 
We shall now use the following lemma: 
Lemma 3: 
Var(z) = E^ [V(z I w)] + Vy[E(z | w)] . 
Here, where z and w denote random variables, the notation 
Ey[7(zI w)] denotes the expectation of V(z| w), the expecta­
tion being taken over w and V^ [E(z j w)] denotes the variance 
of E(z I w), E(z I w) being a function of w. The proof of this 
lemma may be found in the literature, perhaps, but is given 
in Section D of this chapter.for completeness. 
By Lemma 3, we have 
7(p) = E[7(p 1 x)] + V[E(| I x)] 
= E[V(p I x)] + 0 j 
by 8.21 - 8.23, 
= E[E[[M(P)]^ |x]] 
S2 , 
= B[E(^  I x)] 
Sxx 
by 8,21 and 8.22 
= <y^  E(g^ ) , (8.25) 
12h 
by 8.20. 
In order to evaluate ECw^ ) we recall that Xï'-NlCxtO.o'ê). 
2 XX 
Therefore Syy/gy is distributed as chi-square with n-1 
degrees of freedom. Further, if U,V are independent random 
variables where uTJ follows the chi-square distribution with 
u degrees of freedom and v7 is distributed as chi-square with 
V degrees of freedom, then U/V follows the F-distribution 
with %,v degrees of freedom (F^ ^^ y). Then because 
 ^ = E(2) 
= E(U) E(i) , 
by independence, 
= i E(uU)E(l) 
= E(l) , 
we have 
^ ' (8.26) 
i.e. 
E(^ ) = ^  (8.27) 
Hence it follows that • 
E(^ ) = -L E( 1 „) = -5-i , (8.28) 
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and from 8.25 we obtain 
T(P) = -3-2— = O(n-l) (8.29) 
<y|(n-3) 
An 
Next we consider the expectation of cr . It is shown 
that the unbiased estimate of is 
2 
'^ (unbiased) ~ n%2 ^  ~ ife ^ 7^7 " 
= és «V - P 8^ ) (8-30) 
We have, upon substituting from 8.20 and 8.21, 
" nk B[B[(See-PeS33.) | %]] 
= éz E[(n-l)=^-S^7(Pg I X)] 
= E[(n-2)<y^ ] = cr^ . (8.31) 
Next we seek to find 7[a, , . We have (unbiased) 
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(unbiased)(unbiased)l *^ ]''^ f®^ ''(unblased) 1%)] 
- ®[vC<'(unbiased)l*3j ' 
Since E(ô^ unbiased)|::) = by 8.31, 
on substituting from 8.20 and 8.21, 
s? 
X^X 
s? 
= I * ^ <0^  I 
X^X 
S? 
-2 Cov[(S , x]l . (8.32) 
X^X 
Now, 
7(8gg| x) = 2ff^ (n-l) , (8.33) 
[c.f. Kendall and Stuart (17, pp. 60, 277)]. 
Also, 
2 
vfe |x) = v[[2(x-î)e3^| x] 
®xx ®xs 
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= +[E([2(x-x)e]'*|x) - [E([Z(x-ï)e]2|i)]2] 
= ^  [P - «2] , (8.3M-) 
®xs 
where 
P = E([2(x-x)e]^ |x) , (8.35) 
and 
Q = E([2(x-x)e]^ |x) . (8.36) 
We obtain 
[2(x-x)e]^  = 2(x-x)\^  + h Z (x.-x)^ (x.-x)eje. 
• _ , -.2, -,2 2 2 
+ 32 (x -x) (x.-x) e e. 
1 J 1 J 
— 2 — — 2 
+ 62 (x -x) (x.-x)(x,-x)e.e.e, 1 J  ^ 1 J k 
(8.37) 
Hence, from 8»35 8.37 we have 
P = 2(x-5c)^ (3(y^ ) +32 (x.-5c)^ (x,.-x)^ <y^  
Ij^ j  ^  ^
= 3<y^ [2(x-x)^ ]^  (8.38) 
Further, 
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[S(x-x)e3 = Z(x-x) e H-- 2 (x.-x) (x.-x)e.e. (8.39) 
so that 
Q = Z(x-x)^ a^  , (8.^ ) 
and we finally have, from 8,3^ , 8.38, and 8.^ 0, 
xe i 1 1^ 0 li o 
— I (3(y Sxx - (; ^ xx) 
XX 8& 
= 2(T^ . (8.ifl) 
In addition it is seen that 
g2 s g2 g2 
CovC(See,^ )|x]=E(-2|-^ |x)- E(Sggjx)E(^ |x). (8.42) 
XX XX XX 
Sere, 
-S^  = 4 
= è 
= (8.43) 
Also, 
2e^ s|g = 2e^ [Z(x-x) e + 2 (x^ ) (x^ -x) e^ e^^  ] s2o2 _ v-^ 2rv/^   ^
= 2(x-x)^ e^  + 2 ef(x -5E)^ e? 
i?fj  ^ J  ^
— — 3 _ _ 2 
+22 (L.z)(x.-z)eje.+ Z (z^ -x)(z^ -x)e<eie^ , (S.Mt) 
 ^  ^^  1/jA V  ^
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and 
£Se)^ S^  = S(x-x)^ e^  + 2 e?(x.-x)^ e^  
xe i?(j : J 
— — ^ — — P 
+2 Z (xi-x)(x,—x)eie.+ S (x.-x) (x^-x)e^e^en. 1 J 1 J J  ^ 1 0 ic 
+2 .2 (x.-x)^ e?e.+ 2 (x.-x)^ (xy-x) (x,-x)e?e .e, 
 ^  ^i5^ 3î&  ^  ^  ^  ^3 k 
— — 2 2 — — P 
+2 2 (x^ -x) (Xj-x) e^ e j+^ ^^ 2^ (xi-x) (x]^ -x) e^jj. 
+1^  s (^%-2)(Xi-x)eiejetei. (8.4?) 
Then, Equations 8.^ 3 — 8.^ 5 give 
E(!®|^ 1x) = gHs^ Acn-l) [8^ / 
XX 3nc 
+(n-l)<y^ S +2 2 (x.-3E) (x .-x)cy^ 3] 
~ ^xx+(^-l)<^^Sxx-i [3cy^ S^  
+(n-l)cy^ S^  - 2a^ S^ ] J 
k 
= (n+l)c;^  . Ç8M) 
Also, 
'ee 
and 
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B(S„ 1 X) = (8M) 
s2 2 
B(g^  1 z) = ECS^  ^1 X) 
= 8^ V(pg I X) = (j2 . (8.48) 
So, from 8.42; 8.46, and 8.48 we obtain 
S2 k L 
Cov[(Sgg,g^ ) I x] = (n+l)cy -(n-l)c 
XX 
= 2<T^  . (8.49) 
Hence, Equations 8.32, 8.33, 8.4l, and 8.49 give 
vr<T^  1 =  ^ (n-1 )+2(T^ -4(y^ ] 
* "-^ (unbiased) J % ~ 
(n-2)^  
1^ . 
= §%2 ~ 0(n~^ ) . (8.50) 
D. Proof of Lemma 3 
Lemma 
V(z) = E^ [7(z| w)3 + V^ [E(z I w)3 . 
Proof: 
V(z) = E[z-E(z)]2 
= E[z-E(zI w)3^  + E[E(z I w) - E(Z)3^  
+ 2E[z-E(zI V)3[E(zI W)-E(Z)3 . 
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Now 
E[z-E(z I w)]^  = E^ [[z-E(z I w)]^ |w] = Ey[7(z ) w)], 
E[E(z I w)-E(z)]^  = E^ [[E(z | w)-E^ (z | w)]^ |w] 
= E^ [E(z I w)-E^ (z I w)]^  
= V^ [E(z 1 w)3 , 
and 
E[z-E(z I w)][E(z I w)-B(z)3 
= E [^[z-E(z ) w)3[E(Z| W)-E(Z)3 I w] 
= E [^E(z| w)-E(z I w)3[E(z I W)-E(Z)3 = 0 , 
giving the lemma. 
